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NOMENCLATURE 

C = volume fraction of contaminant in ambient air 

C = time mean concentration 

Cf = concentration exceeded a fraction 11 f 11 of the time (see Eq. 7 -7) 

CP = base pressure coefficient of stack wake 

Cs = volume fraction of contaminant in stack gas 

'2 C = variance of concentration fluctuations about mean C 

c50 = median concentration (see Eq. 7-6) 

C
0 

max = maximum ground level concentration for a given wind speed 

d 

F 

F m 

g 

H 

h 

. 
m s 
n 

p(c) 

Q 

= internal stack diameter (m) 

= buoyancy flux (see Eq. 5-3) (m4/s3) -

= stack momentum flux (see Eq. 5-5) (m4/s 2) 

=acceleration of gravity (m/s 2) 

= dike crest height (m) 

=effective source height, (hs +~h), (m) 

= combined buoyant and momentum plume rise (m) 

= buoyant plume rise (m) 

= final buoyant plume rise (m) 

=momentum plume rise (m) 

= concentration fluctuation intensity (see Eq. 7-4) 

=buoyancy length (see Eq. 5-l), (m) 

= length of recirculat1on cavity (m) 

= momentum length (see Eq. 5-4), (m) 

=contaminant release rate from stack (kg/s) 

=wind velocity profile power law exponent 
=probability density function of concentration c 

= contaminant volume emission rate at stack conditions (m
3
/s) 
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X 

ReH = UHH/v Reynolds number based on dike height 

Re8 
R s 

= U 08/v Reynolds number based on boundary 1 ayer· momentum thickness 

= stack inside radius d/2 (m) 

t 

T a 

Ts 

= averaging time for a sample, or time, (s) 

= ambient temperature (°K) 

= stack gas temperature (°K) 

UH = approach wind speed at dike crest height Z = H, (m/s) 

Uh or Ullh = wind speed at local height of plume centerline (m/s) 

Us = wind speed at stack height hs (m/s) 

Uref =wind speed at height Zref (m/s) 

-uw = Reynolds stress (m2;sec2) 

= mean square x direction turbulent velocity f'l uctuation 

= friction velocity (T
0
/p) 0· 5 (m/s) 

U0 = wind speed at edge of boundary layer (m/s) 

7- =mean square y direction turbulent velocity fluctuation 

w2 = mean square Z direction turbulent velocity fluctuation 

= mean vertical stack exit velocity (m/s) 

X = downwind distance from source (m) 

xf = downwind distance to final rise (m) 

X = downwind distance to C max o max 

Y =crosswind distance from plume centerline (m) 

Z = height above ground (m) 

Z
0 

= surface roughness in log-law velocity profile (m) 

Zref = reference height for wind profile (m) 
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Greek Symbo 12._ 

a. 

v 

a 
y 

a z 

n 

$"2(c) 

~ 

= kinetic energy correction factor (see page B3) 

= momentum jet entrainment constant 

= buoyant bent over plume entrainment constant 

= boundary layer displacement thickness (m) 

= thickness of atmospheric boundary layer (m) 

= turbulent dissipation rate of kinetic energy (m2;s3) 

= Eulerian integral scale of turbulence for u2 (m) 

=Taylor microscale of turbulence for ~2 (m) 

= stack gas density (kg;m3) 

= ambient air density (kg;m3) 

= ambient air dynamic viscosity (n-s;m2) 

= ambient air kinematic viscosity (m2;s) 

= $tack exit momentum parameter (see Eq. 5-7} 

= mass concentration of contaminant (kg/m3) 

= plume crosswind spread (m) 

= plume vertical spread (m) 

= vertical spread ratio with and without a dike 

= buoyancy flux parameter (see Eq. B 15) 

= momentum thickness of atmospheric boundary layer (m) 

= ratio of wind velocity at plume height to source height (see Eq. 5-19) 

=cumulative probability distribution of concentration less than c 

= ratio of effective plume radius 11 R 11 to self-induced spread asel f 

aself = self-induced plume spread from jet and buoyant mixing (m) 
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Subscripts 

m = model scale 

f = full scale 

s = stack 

0 = ground 1 evel 

B = buoyant 

M = momentum 

dike =with a tailings pond dike 
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SUMMARY 

The wind tunnel simulation of atmospheric dispersion on the Syncrude 

plant site encompassed four different problem areas: low level sources 

within the plant itself, the main stack plume, peak levels of time 

varying concentration, and the effect of wind shear on plume rise. For 

all of these studies the major variable was the location ~nd height of 

the tailings pond dike, which will affect plume dispersion by the 

turbulence generated in its wake. All of these effects were studied 

usin.g an 800:1 scale model of the plant site located in a simulated 

neutrally stable atmospheric boundary layer generated in a large wind 

tunnel. The model study was validated by comparing the measurements 

for flat terrain with established full scale correlations of atmospheric 

dispersion param~ters such as plume rise and spreading rate. 

The following full scale results were obtained: 

1. Low Level Sources in the Dike Wake 

Velocity and flow visualization measurements in the wake of 

the tailings pond dikes indicate that the flow will remain attached 

to the downwind side of the tailings pond dike, minimizing the 

influence of the dike on mean wind speed and turbulence in its 

downwind wake. Measurements for two typical low level sources in 

the wake of the dike confirmed its small influence on plume dispersion. 

For these two sources with effective plume source heights of 40 m 

and 44 m ground level concentrations and vertical and crosswind 

profiles were measured for flat upwind terrain and with dike heights 

of 22.9 m, 45.8 m and 94 m with wind from plant north. 
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The flat terrain measurements were in good agreement with the 

Gaussian plume model recommended in the Alberta o·ispersion Guidelines. 

Only the highest dike height caused a measureable change from flat 

terrain ground level concentrations. For this largest dike height, 

the ground 1 evel concentration was reduced about ·1 0 percent, 

indicating that the dike turbulence increases crosswind spreading 

more than vertical plume spread. These measurements indicate that if 

the tailings pond dike has any effect on downwind low level sources 

it will be to reduce their maximum ground level concentration. 

2. Main Stack Plume Dispersion 

Vertical and crosswind concentration profiles were made at 

several downwind locations to assess the plume spreading rate and 

plume rise of the main stack plume. The plume trajectory was in 

good agreement with combined momentum and buoyancy rise predictions. 

The buoyant plume entrainment constant was found to be s2 = 0.87 for 

uniform wind, and s2 = 1.40 if vertical wind shear effects are 

lumped with entrainment and wind speed at stack h·eight is used. 

The background atmospheric turbulence causes the plume to 

break up and level off at a downwind distance of Xf = 2200 F/U~ 

which corresponds to about 1.8 km when the plant is operated at 

120 percent of load and U = 13.4 m/s. This leads to a final plume s 
rise of 155 F/U; in neutral stability. This is only about one half 

the plume rise predicted by Briggs (1975), but is in reasonable 

agreement with estimates of Slawson and Csanady (1971) for final rise 

location. 
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The ground level concentration profiles in flat terrain were 

in good agreement with predictions from the Gaussian plume model 

using power-law vertical and crosswind spreading rates corrected for 

self-induced mixing from buoyancy and jet momentum. 

The same ground level concentration profiles were observed for 

winds perpendicular to the dike crest, and at 45° to it. The effect 

of tailings pond dikes upwind and downwind from the main stack were 

to locally increase ground level concentrations due to increased 

turbulent mixing in their wakes. This increase amounted to only a 

few percent change from flat terrain values for a dike height of 

45.8 m. For the 94 m dike height ground level concentrations were 

about 20 percent higher than their flat terrain counterparts. These 

measurements correspond to the "most realistic .. and "most critical" 

situations. The "most realistic" condition was taken as a 45.8 m 

dike located downwind from the main stack with wind from the plant 

south direction. The "most critical" case was taken as a 94 m dike 

located upwind from the main stack {with wind from the plant north 

direction). For the most realistic case the wind speed at stack 

height was 13.4 m/s and for the most critical case 26.4 m/s, at which 

the significant plume downwash completely suppressed all buoyant 

plume rise. 

A simple theoretical model was developed to predict the effect 

on ground level concentration of dike height and location. With this 

simple correction to the Gaussian plume model, the effect of dikes of 

arbitrary height and location can be accurately predicted. 
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3. Peak to Mean Concentration Fluctuations 

Concentration fluctuations were measured using a probability 

analyzer to determine d.ensity function distributio:ns and peak to 

mean concentrations. It was found that the fluctuation intensity 

decreases with downwind distance. Probability analysis indicated 

that extreme values of concentration, above about 1.5 times the 

mean concentration may be well represented by a log-normal prob

ability density. Using the measured correlation for decay of 

concentration intensity and this log-normal model, accurate 

predictions of peak to mean concentration ratios were obtained. 

The influence of both the 11most real istk 11 and 11most critical 11 

tailings pond dike and wind configuration were to reduce the 

fluctuation intensity and the peak to mean concentration. Thus, 

although the tailings pond dike causes a somewhat larger mean 

concentration due to enhanced turbulent mixing, this same mixing 

process reduces the peak to mean ratio. Peak to mean ratios exceeded 

10 percent of the time were reduced from about 2.0 to 1.8 by the 

tailings pond dikes. Combined with the increased mean concentrations 

observed for the dikes, these results indicate that peak concentrations 

will not increase significantly due to the influence of the tailings 

pond dikes. 

4. Plume Rise in Shear Flow 

Because plume rise is a critical factor in determining maximum 

ground level concentrations, a series of experiments were carried 

out to determine the effect of vertical wind shear on plume rise. 

Measurements were carried out in the simulated atmospheric boundary 
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1 ayer with a n = 0. 28 wind speed power law in the plume 1 ayer and 

a uniform wind with height. Both had background along-wind 

turbulence intensities of about 10 percent in the plume layer. 

The plume rise observations showed that the final rise height 

will be overestimated by about 20 percent if wind shear effects are 

not accounted for. The theoretical model of Djurfors and Netterville 

(1978) for buoyant plume rise in shear flow gave an accurate prediction 

for the effect of wind shear on plume trajectory. Other simple 

corrections for wind shear effects are discussed, and found to be 

less satisfactory in predicting the plume trajectory. 

Recommendations 

Because the wind remains attached to the downwind side of the tailings 

pond dike, avoiding a large flow separation and high turbulence levels, the 

tailings pond dike should have a negligible effect both on low level sources 

and on the main stack plume. In general, terrain effects will be much less 

important on determining maximum ground level concentrations than the 

trajectory and final rise of the buoyant jets which form low level and 

main stack plumes. In particular, further study is required to determine 

the plume break-up and final rise heights in neutral and unstable atmospheric 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND STUDY OBJECTIVES 

At the Syncrude plant site the tailings pond containment dike is 

located about 1.2 km north of the main stack. This containment dike may 

in time reach a height of 50 meters, about 25 percent of the main stack 

height. Eventually, the dike will become the predominant topographical 

feature in the neighborhood of the plant site. The effect of this dike 

on the dispersion from low level sources within the plant itself, and 

on the trajectory and diffusion of the plume from the main stack form 

the basis for the present investigation. 

VJhy a Wind Tunnel Simulation? 

The complex interaction of local terrain features on plume 

dispersion has not yet been successfully modelled mathematically. For 

this reason, the only viable alternative was an experimental simulation 

(using a physical model of the tailings pond dike) r)f atmospheric dispersion 

in the neighborhood of the plant. This study was carried out in the large 

atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel in the Department of Mechanical 

Engineering at the University of Alberta. The advantage of such a 

laboratory simulation is that it is possible to generate any terrain 

feature that may exist in the future. At the same time, the simulated 

atmospheric conditions are easily reproducible from day to day, allowing 

the relative effects of various parameters such as wind speed, dike 

height, and source location to be easily evaluated. A further advantage 

of wind tunnel simulation is that the events in the wind tunnel occur 

20 to 30 times more rapidly than their full scale counterparts. This 

acceleration of events in the physical model allows long time averages 

to be generated in a relatively short period of time. 
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At the same time, laboratory simulations suffer from several 

disadvantages. The foremost among these is that it is not possible in 

the present wind tunnel facility to simulate the effects of atmospheric 

stability, or to generate the turning of wind direction with height 

caused by Coriolis forces in the full scale atmosphere. These limitations 

restricted the present study to neutrally stable atmospheric boundary 

layers, and downwind travel distances of about 5 km. 

Wind tunnel modelling of stack gas dispersion provides a specific 

answer for the particular configuration tested. Because decision making 

for future planning often requires the extrapolation of such data to new 

and untested configurations, the present study attempts to generalize 

specific results using simple mathematical theories of turbulent dispersion. 

In this way, the specific results of tlhe wind tunnel simulation should be 

applicable to other situations as well. 

Source Inventory 

Before beginning a wind tunnel simulation of the effect of the 

tailings pond dike heights on low level source dispersion, an inventory 

was carried out to determine the location and. rela:tive importance of each 

of the low level sources on the plant site. This inventory is summarized 

in Table 1-1, and the locations of these sources are shown on the map in 

Fig. 1-1. The emission levels shown on the source inventory Table 1-1 

represent maximum expected values taken at 120 per·cent of nominal design 

conditions. Under average operating conditions, the emission rates from 

these sources are expected to be somewhat 1 ess thatn these maximum design 

1 evel s. 

All of the distances in Table 1 are relatiive to an origin at the 

main stack. The compass directions are nominal Pliant North and Plant East 



TABLE 1-l INVENTORY OF CONTINUOUS SOURCES/SYNCRUDE MILDRED LAKE PLANT SITE 

Unit 
Oeser i pt ion 

1---·------
Main Stdck 
!lF-4 

~terlm Superheater 
a- IF -6A&U 

~team Suverhed tcr 
ll- Zf -bA&B 

U itumen Co I umn 
Feed lleater 
/-lf-1 

U i tum en lu l umn 
feed Ilea ter 
7 -2F -1 

Oilucnt Prepara~ion 
Column Relloiler 
14F -1 

Hydrogen Heater 
15-lF -lA&U 

Hydrogen Heater 
15-2f -lA&II 

frac tiona tor Reboi 1 cr 
l 5-l F -2 

F rae tiona tor Reboil er 
15-2f -2 

Reformer Furnace 
9-1 F -1 

Reformer furnace 
9-ZF -1 

---

Bitumen Heater 
21 F -1 

B i t0111en Heater 
21F-2 

U itumen Heater 
2lf-3 

U i tumen Ilea ter 
21 F -4 

Loco t ion 
------·-,-·------· --· ------- ~ourc.e ~lOIIrt.:t! [x it Exit 

North ld ·, t Ill! iqht [J idmeter Temp V('locity 
Map f t ft ft f t "F ft/sec 

----

1 
() (] 

600 26.0 450 93.4 ref. ref. 
·-------- ----- --
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coordinates. "Plant North" is oriented 17.2 degrees west of true north. 

Fig. 1-1 shows that the crest of the tailings pond containment dike is 

located about 4,000 feet (1.2 km) in the Plant North direction from the 

main stack. The only other significant change in surface elevation on 

the plant site is the 80 foot high (24.4 m) containment dike which runs 

parallel to the tailings pond dike at a distance of about 2,000 feet 

(0.6 km) in the Plant South direction from the stack. 

Study Objectives 

The wind tunnel simulation of atmospheric dispersion on the 

Syncrude plant site dealt with three interrelated problem areas: low 

level sources, the main stack plume, and the effects of wind shear on 

plume rise. All of these studies were carried out using an 800:1 scale 

model of the plant site in a simulated neutrally stable atmospheric 

boundary 1 ayer. 

Considerable care was taken in the test program to establish 

confidence in the use of laboratory simulation techniques for atmospheric 

diffusion. The boundary layer simulation was carefully adjusted to produce 

a neutrally stable atmospheric wind profile with speed variations and 

turbulent structure typical of the wind approaching the Syncrude plant site. 

Further general tests in this simulated boundary layer were conducted to 

confirm that buoyant plume rise, and vertical and horizontal dispersion 

were properly modelled in the wind tunnel system. Once this preliminary 

fine-tuning of the wind tunnel system had been completed, a test program 

was carried out to investigate the main study objectives as follows: 

1. Low Level Sources in the Dike Wake 

In order to assess the effect of the turbulence generated in the 

·····---·-···-····· -----------~------------~--:--
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wake of the tailings pond dike on low level emissions, a series of tests 

were conducted for a wind direction from Plant North. In this configura

tion the wind passed first over the tailings pond dike, and then passed 

over the low level sources. The required measurements were: 

a. To map the extent of the reverse flow recirculation zone on the down

wind side of the tailings pond dike using flow visualization techniques 

in a water channel, and measurements in the wind tunnel. 

b. For two 11 typical 11 source locations A and B on Fig. 1-l, to measure 

the ground level concentration profiles downwind from a low level 

source. These measurements were to consider a base line case with 

no tailings pond dike, and for three other dike heights. 

c. To measure crosswind and vertical profiles of concentration from one 

of these low level sources to determine the effect of the tailings 

pond dike wake on general mixing characteristics. 

2. Main Stack Plume Dispersion 

The main stack is the major emission sourc'e on the plant site. To 

provide an a,ccurate model for predicting ground 1 evel concentrations from 

the main stack, the following measurements were required: 

a. Measurements of crosswind and vertical plume spread, and plume rise 

with no tailings pond dike present were made to provide a basis of 

comparison, and to investigate the approach to final rise height in 

a neutrally stable atmosphere. 

b. To establish 11most criticalu and 11most realistic 11 conditions two 

wind speeds were studied, equivalent to full sc.ale winds at stack 

height of 13.4 and 26.8 meters per second. Ground level concentrations 

were measured for four different wind directions which corresponded to 

the dike located both upwind and downwind from the stack. For each of 
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these wind directions a base-line case with no tailings pond dike, 

and two dike heights were studied. From these 16 different combina

tions of wind direction, dike height, and wind speed a 11most critica1 11 

and .. most real istic 11 case were established. 

c. For the .. most critica1 11 and "most real istic 11 cases, measurements of 

plume rise and vertical spread were used to develop corrections to 

the base-line case with no dike to account for the effects of dike 

wake turbulence on plume dispersion from the main stack. 

d. Measurements of the time-varying fluctuating concentrations at ground 

level were taken to determine the probability distributions of 

concentration fluctuations, and to predict peak to mean concentration 

ratios. 

3. Plume Rise in Shear Flow 

All of the previous measurements were carried out in a single 

simulated atmospheric shear flow. On the full scale plant site the wind 

shear with height varies greatly from day to day, occasionally even 

producing negative shears where wind speed decreases with height above 

ground. Plume rise is determined by the wind profile in the region above 

the top of the main stack, and in turn the ground level concentrations are 

very sensitive to changes in plume rise. To assess the effect of wind 

shear on plume rise, the following measurements were made: 

a. Turbulence was generated using a symmetric grid to produce a uniform 

mean profile above stack height, with turbulence levels comparable to 

those in the simulated atmospheric boundary l.ayer. Vertical concentra

tion profiles at several downwind locations were measured to determine 

plume rise and spreading rates. These measurements were compared with 

the base~ine case with no dike in the simulated atmospheric shear flow 
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to determine the effects of wind shear. 

b. Measurements of plume rise were also carried out in a bare tunnel, 

with a laminar approach flow. In this case, both turbulence and 

wind shear are no longer present, and by comparing with the wind 

shear measurements and the grid turbulence measurements, the combined 

effects of turbulence and shear could be dist~inguished. 

Like most reports prepared in retrospect, the objectives out-

1 ined above appear to be concise and logical. In practice, many 

surprises awaited the investigators along the way.. The two most noteworthy 

of these were the very small effect produced by the tailings pond dike 

wake on both the low level and main stack plumes, and the very long sample 

times, corresponding to about three hours in full scale, required to obtain 

reproducible concentration measurements. 

-----------------------------------------------,----
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CHAPTER 2 

ATMOSPHERIC WIND SIMULATION 

Particular care is required in establishing the .accuracy of any 

laboratory simulation of the full scale atmosphere in order to establish 

confidence in the results of tests in that simulation situation. The 

foremost liability of any wind tunnel simulation is that if (and usually 

when) such studies produce unusual and unexpected results it is often 

difficult to ascertain whether these observations are caused by some in

adequacy in the wind tunnel modeling technique, or by some mechanism that 

would actually exist in the full scale atmosphere. Such uncertainties can 

greatly impair the usefulness of wind tunnel simulation data, particularly 

in making expensive or difficult decisions. 

The first objective in this study was to accurately simulate a 

neutrally stable atmospheric boundary layer in 800:1 geometric scale which 

would be typical of the Mildred Lake plant site. The data for selecting 

this typical profile were reported by Murray and Morrow (1977), who carried 

out full scale site tests using singte theodolite balloon tracking techniques. 

For the "unlimited mixing" atmospheric stability situation they found a 

power law of n = 0.19 using Zref = 183 m (600 ft). Their data analysis in

dicated that the value of the power n increased with increasing values of 

the reference height Zref" 

In addition, they found that low level jets, in which the wind speed 

decreases with increasing height above some limit occurred 46% of the time. 

For this reason, considerable caution must be used in applying the adjective 

"typical" to any power law wind profile chosen for wind tunnel· simulation. 

Wind Tunnel System 

The general capabilities of the wind tunnel system used for atmos

pheric simulation are described in detail in Appendix A. The investigation 
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for the Syncrude plant site was carried out in the lower wind tunnel test 

section which had a cross section 1. 2 m high, 2.4 m 1wide, and a total sec

tion length of 11 m. 

The scale modeling criteria for simulating wind flow around ter

rain obstacles is discussed in detail in Appendix B. The results of this 

detailed study of simulation criteria are that the wind tunnel is capable 

of simulating only neutrally stable atmospheric conditions, and is incapable 

of modeling the turning of wind direction with height caused by Coriolis 

forces in the full scale atmosphere. 

As pointed out in Appendix B, al1 of the differences between full 

scale and wind tunnel conditions can be traced to differences in Reynolds 

number. In the present study a geometric scale of 800:1 and a velocity 

scale necessary for buoyant modeling of about 30:1 cause the Reynolds 

numbers of the full scale plant site to be about 25,000 times higher than 

that of the model. This severe mismatch in Reynolds number is compensated 

for by a trial and error adjustment of the wind profile and turbulent struc

ture at tunnel test speeds which are typical of the 30:1 velocity scale 

reduction required for the test program. By "fine tuning" the simulated 

boundary laye1~ at this low wind tunnel speed, many of the effects of Reynolds 

number mismatch can be eliminated by using exaggerated roughness elements, 

and the correct upwind configuration of turbulence generators. By artifi

cially stimulating the boundary layer in this way, the correct 1 evel s of 

turbulent fluctuation and eddy sizes can be generated to achieve a proper 

model of the full scale atmosphere. 

The photograph in Fig. 2-1 shows the final configuration of truncated 

triangular vortex generators, a barrier at ground level, and surface rough

ness used in the present study to generate the correct atmospheric wind 
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simulation. The detailed techniques for achieving this simulation are dis

cussed in Appendix A. 

However, even aft~r the boundary layer has been adjusted to provide 

the correct turbulent structure at the very low Reynolds numbers used in the 

model tests, there are still some problems caused by Reynolds number mis

match. One of these is that even when the large scale structure has been 

correctly modeled there will always be a deficiency in the number of small 

scale eddies available in the model atmosphere as compared to the full scale. 

Fortunately, as shown by an analysis in Appendix B, atmospheric dispersion is 

not particularly sensitive to the scale of eddy motions, and the small scale 

eddies which are missing in the model wind do not contribute significantly 

to the dispersion process. 

Another problem caused by the different Reynolds numbers is that 

rounded obstacles, such as the main stack and storage tanks may experience 

a change in flow regime around them at the low Reynolds numbers used for 

testing. In particular, flow separation points, and downwash patterns in 

the wake of such rounded obstacles will often be significantly different in 

the low Reynolds number wind tunnel model. This effect is discussed in 

detail in Appendix B, and is not expected to be a significant problem in the 

present study. 

Mean Wind and Turbulent Structure 

The vertical variation o~ mean wind speed and turbulence parameters 

of the simulated neutrally stable atmospheric boundary 1ayer were measured 

using single and X hot wire anemometers at a wind speed typical of the 

required tunnel operating speed for buoyant model tests. These profiles 

are shown in Fig. 2-3 where it can be seen that the mean wind follows a power 

law profile n = 0.18 for Z < 20 em (160m full scale) and n = 0.30 for 
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Z > 20 em (160m full scale). The accuracy of this power law approximation 

to the mean wind profile may be more easily evaluated using the logarithmic 

plot of Fig. 2-4. This figure also shows that the chosen boundary layer 

thickness 8; 75 em (600 m full scale) is somewhat arbitrary. 

Because many of the characteristics of full scale atmospheric boun

dary layers are characterized by the surface roughness length Z
0

, Fig. 2-5 

shows a semi -1 ogarithmic plot which was used to obtain tlli s roughness 

parameter. The friction velocity U* was evaluated from the measured Reynolds 

stress of u*2 = -uw = 0.002 shown in Fig. 2-3. Fig. 2-5 shows that as expected, 

the logarithmic law holds only for Z < 25 em (200m full scale), and breaks 

down near the wall where the wakes from roughness elements. begin to influence 

the local flow. 

The value Z
0 

= 0.05 em (0.4 m full scale) obtained in this way was 

used to compare the turbulent structure of the simulated layer with Counihan's 

(1975) compilation of full scale adiabatic boundary layer data. This compari

son is shown in Table 2-1 using full scale data for the same roughness length 

Z
0

. Panofsky (1976) in a discussion of Counihan's review data notes that the 

use of a single power law parameter n is not reasonable, and that in the 

region where the logarithmic law holds (in our case Z < 25 em) the best fit 

power law should be approximately 

0.5 zref 
n=.en( z) 

0 

( 2-1) 

In our case this gives a value of n = 0.182 for the data below 20 em, in 

perfect agreement with the experimental observations. Equation 2-1 also shows 

that the power law should increase gradually as the reference height is 

raised. This is in agreement with the present study which showed a value 

of n = 0.30 in the upper regions of the boundary layer, and the full scale 

results of Murray and Morrow (1977) who also found that n increased with 

···-·····-----~------.-.-.. -------. --·-
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TABLE 2-1 

COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL BOUNDARY LAYER 

\HTH FULL SCALE ATMOSPHERIC DATA OF COUNIHAN ( 1975) 

Parameter ~~i nd Tunne 1 Full Scale Neutral 
800:1 Scale Stability with same z0 

Roughness height, z0 0.4m Fixed at 0.4m 

Mean velocity power, n 0.18 z < 160m 0.20 + 0.03 0. 30 z > 160m -

Boundary layer thick- 650 - 750m 600m (approx.) ness, 0 

[ 2) 0. 5 
~w @ 30m 1. 94 1.9 

(2) 0.5 
; @30m 0.53 0.75 + 0.15 -

f"Y5 0.41 0. 50 + 0.1 ~2. @ 30m -

cf -- = uw @ 30m 0.00236 0.00251 + 0.0005 
2 u2 -

8 

{l 
@ 30m 0.17 0.20 + 0.03 u -

Integral Scale, Ax 150m @ Z = 30m 130m + 50 
180m @ Z = 160m 200m + 50 -

-uw * 
7+V2"+~ 

@ lOOm 0.17 0.14 + 0.01 -

* - Data from Hinze (1975) p. 643, p. 729. 
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reference height Zref" 

The comparison in Table 2-1 shows excellent agreenent between the 

simulated and full scale atmospheric boundary layers with one notable 

exception. The simulated boundary layer appears to have a deficiency in 

cross wind fluctuation levels as evidenced from the low vc~lues of the ratio 

(i;u2)0· 5 and the high value of the structure function u,;J;(u 2 + v2 + w2). 

To some extent low values of the cross wind fluctuation level are expected 

in any wind tunnel model because of the restraining influence of the tunnel 

side walls in preventing the low frequency fluctuations in wind direction 

which contribute to long term turbulent diffusion. In the present case, 

however, this value for cross wind turbulence level is somewhat lower than 

would be expected even including the influence of the tunnel side walls. 

Fortunately, these lower values of turbulence intensity did not appear to 

have any significant influence on vertical and cross wind plume spread, as 

wi 11 be seen 1 a ter. 

Flow Uniformity 

In modeling diffusion processes and plume rise it is essential 

that the mean wind speed and turbulent structure remain constant in the 

downwind direction. In the present study the requirement for both longi

tudinal and cross wind flow uniformity was taken into consideration during 

the adjustment and fine tuning of the surface roughness, barrier and vortex 

generators. longitudinal and lateral uniformity was measured with the 

entire tunnel floor covered with random roughness. The later introduction 

of the scale plant site model caused some longitudinal variations, but 

these were natural, in that they would also occur over the flat cleared 

plant site area in the full-scale system. 

Both the longitudinal and cross wind uniformity were very good in 

the final flow configuration. In the cross wind direction the mean wind 
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profile showed the typical saddle shape with a minimum velocity on the tunnel 

centerline rising by about 1.5% at the position midway between the center

line and the tunnel side walls. The cross wind uniformity of mean velocity 

was +6% of the centerline value over a distance 1 m on either side of the 

centerline. In the full scale this provides a useable cross section width 

of approximately 1.6 km. Cross wind variations of turbulence levels were 

also relatively small, with both the longitudinal and vertical turbulence 

intensity levels varying by a maximum of 10% of their centerline values over 

a width from the centerline to midway to the tunnel side wall. 

Longitudinal variations of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity 

were even smaller than the cross wind variations. Over a 4 m test section 

length in which all of the dispersion experiments were carried out the tur

bulence intensity varied by no more than +10% of its average value. Some of 

these variations are summarized in the table below. 

Height Above Maximum Range of Turbulence 
Ground, Z 

Intensityv'::f;u 

5 em ( 40 m) 0.176 to 0.193 

20 em ( 160 m) 0.143 to 0.154 

50 em ( 400 m) 0.072 to 0.090 

Concentration ~1odel ing and Tracer Gas System 

The modeling of diffusion processes in the simulated atmospheric 

boundary layer was accomplished by injecting helium, or a helium-air 

mixture from the test source, and sampling at a downwind position. The 

concentration of helium tracer gas in the diffusion plume was measured by 
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aspirating a sample from any desired point in the wind tunnel, and passing 

it through a heated element four-arm thennal conductivity bridge of the sa:;;e 

type used in gas chromatographs. This helium detector and tracer gas injec

tion system is shown in the photograph in Fig. 2-2. To c:ompensate for back

ground concentration 1 evel s a reference sample was drawn simultaneously from 

a point close to the source height and about 1 m upwind of the edge of the 

plant site model. The imbalance of the thermal conductivity detector bridge 

was displayed continuously on a chart recorder, and averaged over four 

consecutive 100 sec samples using a low-noise bridge ampl:ifier coupled with 

a voltage to frequency converter and counter. By using this long averaging 

time, and periodically turning off the tracer gas at the source to obtain 

zero drift readings, a high level of accuracy was mainta·ined. Concentration 

readings of 400 sec averages were reproducible within ±5% ±5 ppm, including 

all sources of error such as variations in tunnel speed and helium tracer 

flow rate, zero drift, and probe positioning. In the prt:!sent study the 

concentration levels were typically 100 to 500 ppm, so that measurements 

were generally accurate to about 5%. A schematic diagram of the system used 

to produce helium air mixtures, and the sampling and det1:ction equipment is 

shown in Fig. 2-8. 

Ground 1 eve1 concentration measurements were obta. i ned using a sample 

aspirating probe as shown in the photograph in Fig. 2-6. Vertical concen

tration and velocity profiles were measured by attaching probes to a remotely 

controlled, motor driven vertical traverse mechanism, which is shown in the 

photograph in Fig. 2-7. Elevated cross-wind concentration profiles could 

also be measured using the system by rotating it into the horizontal plane, 

and attaching supports at the ends. To increase the data collection rate 
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Figure 2-6. Positioning low level Source on 800:1 Scale Model 
(Arrows: Source and Ground level Sample Probe) 

Figure 2-7. Sampling Probe on Vertical Traversing System 
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for some profiles, two concentration detectors were operated simultaneously, 

aspirating samples from probes spaced 5 em apart. 

Modeling Buoyant Plumes 

Because the concentration detection system used in the study 

requires helium as a tracer gas, it was convenient to simulate the buoyancy 

effects of the stack gas plume using a mixture of helium and air. The air 

was filtered, pressure regulated and set by a control valve and rotameter 

to obtain the correct flow rate. Bottled helium gas was also treated in 

the same way, and the two components were mixed and the final mixture 

flow rate evaluated on a dry test meter as a double check. This system 

for tracer gas regulation is shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 2-8. 

The stack gas injection system in Fig. 2-8 was modified during 

the experimental program by replacing the two rotameters and the dry gas 

meter with two dry gas meters, one in the helium line and the other in the 

air line. For both systems the meters were calibrated with a standard wet 

test meter. 

Because the trajectory of a buoyant plume changes with varying wind 

speed, a wind speed scale factor must be developed to determine the equiva

lent full scale atmospheric speed which corresponds to a particular wind 

tunnel test. The necessary conditions to obtain a match between the 

momentum and buoyancy induced rise of a stack gas plume in model and full 

scale are derived in Appendix B. 

In order to maintain reasonably high wind tunnel operating speeds 

the stack gas density in the model is generally maintained at a lower 

value than the full scale. However, in the present study the model was 

operated with the same stack gas density ratiop/p = 0.554 as the full s a 
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scale stack. By using the same density ratio the effect of fluid property 

variations on plume entrainment near the stack was properl.Y simulated. 

"Flux modeling" was chosen as the criteria for scale modeling of 

the stack plume. Flux modeling requires that both buoyancy flux, F, and 

momentum flux F are matched in model and full scale. The rationale for m 

this choice is that all plume rise models predict that the buoyancy flux 

(rather than the buoyancy per unit volume of stack gas) determines the 

plume rise. Various types of modeling criteria are discussed in Appendix 

B, and the velocity scales for wind speed and stack exit velocity are 

given by equations 816 and 817. 

Two different full scale conditions were simulated in the present 

study. In the first test series the model stack was simply a stainless 

steel tube with no internal roughness or obstructions. Because the model 

stack internal Reynolds number was about psWsd/~ = 300 the flow in the 

tube was laminar with a kinetic energy factor of a = 2.0. This factor a 

is the ratio of mean stack momentum to the momentum in the~ average stack 

velocity Ws, and is discussed in Appendix B. Inside the full scale stack 

the flow will be turbulent, at a Reynolds number of about 7 x 106, and 

with an expected a = 1.03. The second test series was car-ried out with 

a perforated plug mounted in the stack to flatten the velocity profile 

and produce a= 1.27, to better approximate the full scale! turbulent 

profile. The scaling factors for wind speed and stack velocity for these 

two test series are listed in Table 2-2. 

When both the wind speed and stack gas flow rate atre fixed by 

the scale relationships in B16 and Bl7, there is a fixed value for the 

concentration seale given by equation B7 for mass concentr·ations and C9 for 

·---· ~-~-·--·----~ . ·--:-~--:--.-~------------------·-····-----------·--··---------------------.-------------. ·.. . . 
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TABLE 2-2 

VELOCITY SCALE FACTORS FOR FLUX MODELING 

TEST SERIES I TEST SERIES II 
STACK OPEN STACK WITH PLUG 

Parameter 
SYN 057 to SYN 128 SYN 129 to SYN 207 

Geometric Scale 
df 

800 800 
dm 

Kinetic Energy 
Factor 2.0 1. 27 

a 

Wind Speed Scale 
eq.(B16) 33.4 29.8 

usf 
usm 

Stack Velocity Scale 
eq. ( 817) 46.5 33.1 

wsf 
wsm 

Time Seale 
eq. ( 2-2) 24.0 26.8 tf 

tm 

Volume 
Concentration Scale 

eq. (C9) * * 
Cf/Csf 

0.810 0.647 

cm7~sm 

* for T = 505°K and T = 294°K sf af 
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volume concentrations in Appendix B. The time scale factor may be 

determined frcm 

(2-2) 

where the subscripts 11m11 and 11 f 11 indicate model and full scale values. The 

concentration and time scales computed from equation 2-2 and C9 are 

tabulated in Table 2-2. 

Using the scale factors from Table 2-2 the equivalent full scale 

conditions for the two test series were computed, and are presented in 

Tables 2-3 and 2-4. The standard 100% load conditions fo1~ the full seale 

plant are given in the table below 

FULL SCALE 100% LOAD CONDITIONS 

Stack so2 1553 ppm Volume Concentration 

Total Stack 1170 m3 /sec Volume Flow 

Stack Exit Velocity 23.75 m/sec 
ws 

The 400 second averaging times for concentration measurements were 

obtai ned by averaging 4 consecutive 100 second averages. This 400 second 

interval corresponds to about 3 hours in the full scale, ~~phasizing the 

very long time averages under constant wind speed necessary to determine 

stable mean values. 

All of the previous discussion has related to FluJ< modeling in 

which buoyancy flux is matched between model and full scale. Froude 

-------------------.-··-·- ···-------·--------·--------------· --~-
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TABLE 2-3 
MAIN STACK CONDITIONS FOR FULL AND MODEL SCALE 

TEST SERIES I -STACK OPEN- SYN 057 TO SYN 128 

Parameter Full Sea 1 e 800·1 Model . 
Stack Height, hs 183 m 22.9 em 

Inside Diameter, d 7.92 m 0.99 em 

Gas Molecular 27.6 16.07 Weight, Ms 

Exit Temperature, Ts 505°K 294°K 

Standard Ambient 294°K 294°K Temperature, Ta 

Stack Gas 0. 554 0. 554 Density Ratio ps/pa 

Contaminant 1553 ppm 5.173xlo5 ppm Concentration 
cs 

sulphur dioxide helium 

Kinetic Energy 
1.03 2.0 Factor a 

Exit Velocity 
46.8 m/sec 1.006 m/sec w s 

% Rated Load 197% 197% 

Wind Speeds at 
16.7 and 33.4 m/s 0.50 and 1.00 m/sec Stack Height Us 

Concentration Sample 
160 min 400 sec Time 
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TABLE 2-4 

MAIN STACK CONDITIONS FOR Fl,JLL AND MODEL SC1~LE 

TEST SERIES II - STACK WITH PLUG - SYN 129 TO SYN 207 

Parameter Full Seale 800: l Model 

Stack Height, h
5 

183m 22.9 em 

Inside Diameter, d 7.92 m 0. 99 em 

Gas Molecular 27.6 16.07 
Weight, Ms 

Exit Temperature, Ts 505°K 294°K 

Standard Ambient 294°K 294°K 
Temperature, Ta 

Stack Gas 0. 554 0.554 
Density Ratio ps/Pa 

Contaminant 1553 ppm 
5 

Concentration 
5.173 x 1 0 ppm 

cs 
sulphur dioxide helium 

Kinetic Energy 1.03 1. 27 
Factor a 

Exit Velocity 
28.5 0.8604 m/sec 

ws 

% Rated Load 120% 120% 

Wind Speeds at 
13.4 and 26.8 m/se~ OA5 and 0.90 m/sec Stack Height Us 

Concentration Sample 
179 min 400 sec Time 

. ···----------·---:---~-
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number modeling is an alternate condition, in which the non-dimensional 

buoyancy force on an individual parcel of stack gas is held constant in 

model and full scale. The Froude Modeling equations are developed in 

Appendix Bas B-11 and B-12. Using these equations the wind speed scale 

ratio for Test Series II is 28.3 instead of 29.8 for Flux modeling. The 

stack exit velocity scale in Test Series II is 34.9 for Froude modeling 

compared to 33.1 for Flux modeling. 

To see the relative difference between Flux and Froude modeling 

we can use the buoyancy length L8 = F/U; to define a dimensionless down

wind distance X/L 8 for plume rise. Using Flux modeling criteria, X/L8 
is the same in model and full scale at corresponding points on the site 

model. However, with the different velocity scales for Froude modeling, 

the non-dimensional lengths X/L 8 in the model will be 23% larger (for 

Test Series II) than their full scale values at the same site location. 

Because transitional plume rise is proportional to L~· 66 and final rise 

to L~· 0 the use of Froude modeling may underestimate plume rise in this 

case, because Froude scaling will produce model LB value smaller by a 

factor of 0.815 than model values from Flux modeling. The basic reason 

for choosing Flux modeling for the present study is that all physically 

realistic mathematical models of plume rise use the buoyancy flux rather 

thari the densiometric Froude number. 

Downwash effects in the stack wake were properly simulated in 

the experiments. For a typical test speed of Us = 1 m/sec the Reynolds 

number for flow around the model stack was about 800, corresponding to 

a value of 2 x 107 for the full scale stack. Both of these values lie 

outside the transitional region of 3 x 104 to 3 x 106, discussed in 
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Appendix 8, where variations in wake pressure coefficients occur. This 

indicates that for long (2-dimensional) cylinders the wake pressure 

coefficients will be properly modelled. However, near the top of the 

stack there may still be some mismatch between model and full scale base 

pressure coefficients. This mismatch is possible because full scale 

measurements of base pressure on short cylinders with length to diameter 

ratios of about 3.0 show no evidence of an upper transition Reynolds 

number and its associated decrease in base pressure. In the absence of 

an upper transition Reynolds number near the stack top, the base pressure 

coefficient on the model of Cp ~ -0.8 is not a good simulation of the 

expected full scale value of Cp z -0.5. In this case the model tests 

may somewhat overestimate stack wake downwash effects on the plume. 

Effect of Stack Gas Turbulence on Plume Rise 

In the previous section it was pointed out that two distinctly dif

ferent test series were carried out to model the Syncrude plume. The first 

test series used a laminar stack gas, while the second test series inserted 

a plug in the stack to cause the exit flow to be turbulent. This change 

from a laminar to turbulent stack gas was made during the course of the 

study when it was discovered that the effect of the velocity profile in 

the stack gas could not be entirely corrected for through the kinetic 

energy correction factor a. 

The use of a laminar stack gas in the first test series was justified 

by noting that most of the turbulence responsible for entrainment in a plume 

is either self-generated from buoyancy, or contained in atmospheric turbulence. 

The velocity profile shape was accounted for by including the kinetic energy 

correction factor a in the modelling equations. After completing part of the 
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experimental program, there was some concern that all of the initial con

ditions at the stack exit could not be accounted for by a. To investigate 

the effect of stack velocity profile and turbulence a series of tests were 

carried out using a perforated plug in the stack to produce a turbulent 

velocity profile at the stack exit. Velocity and turbulence profiles were 

measured at the stack exit, and are shown in Fig. 2-9. Because the 

internal stack Reynolds number with a helium-air mixture was only about 

300, the perforated plug could only produce an approximately fully developed 

turbulent profile. As shown in Fig. 2-9 both the turbulence level and the 

kinetic energy factor a were both somewhat higher than expected in full 

scale. The measured velocity profiles in Fig. 2-9 were determined using 

pure air as the stack gas, with a Reynolds number of 600, twice as high as 

that of the helium-air mixture used in the wind tunnel tests. Plume rise 

curves determined from measured vertical concentration profiles are shown 

in Fig. 2-10. The data with solid triangles and open circles show the 

effects of inserting the turbulence generating plug in the stack while 

maintaining all other parameters such as stack gas volume flow rate and 

wind velocity constant. It is clear from these two curves that changing 

the velocity profile shape at the stack exit has a measurable effect on 

plume rise. The lower value of kinetic energy factor a for the turbulent 

stack gas leads, as expected, to a lower plume rise. 

To examine whether the flux modelling equations in Appendix B could 

account for the differences between laminar and turbulent stack gases 

solely through kinetic energy factor a, a third experiment was carried out. 

In this test the approach wind speed and stack gas flow rate were adjusted 

according to the scale relationships in the modelling equations 816 and 817 
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Measured Model Stack Exit Velocity Profiles Compared 
with Full Scale and Idealized Shapes 
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to produce the same conditions as experienced by the turbulent stack gas. 

If the modelling equations 816 and 817 are valid for both laminar and 

turbulent stack gases the data in Fig. 2-10 with solid circles should fall 

on top of the data for turbulent stack gas shown with open circles. This 

is obviously not the case. The explanation for the difference between the 

laminar and turbulent stack gas conditions lies in the effect of stack wake 

downwash. For both the solid and open circles the downwash parameter 

I ¢M = 1 . 6, which 1 i es close to the value of 1. 5 where turbulent stack gas 

will experience significant downwash effects into the stack wake. It is 

apparent from Fig. 2-10 that laminar stack gases are more susceptible to 

downwash effects, probably because of the lower stack exit velocity at the 

outer edges of the jet. For the laminar stack gas trajectory shown by the 

solid triangles in Fig. 2-10, the higher kinetic energy factor a combined 

with the same volume flow rate used for the turbulent stack gas experiments 

resulted in a downwash parameter of~= 2.0. This was high enough to 

avoid downwash effects, even with a laminar stack gas exit condition. 

The differences between the plume trajectories for the laminar and 

turbulent stack exit conditions shown in Fig. 2-10 cannot be blamed entirely 

on failure of the flux-momentum model scale relationships in equations 816 

and 817. However, these results do show that plume trajectories, and partic

ularly plume downwash, cannot be accounted for through a single kinetic 

energy correction factor a. With this in mind, all of the remaining tests 

in the experimental program were carried out with the turbulence generating 

plug in the stack. With a turbulent stack exit condition assured, it was 

felt that the small differences in kinetic energy factor a for the model and 

full scale conditions could be adequately accounted for by its inclusion in the 

scaling equations. 
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The change from laminar to turbulent stack gas not only affects down

wash in the stack wake, but also has a significant effect on the entire 

plume entrainment process. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-11 where laminar 

and turbulent stack gas conditions with the same volume flow rate are 

compared. As expected, the higher momentum in the laminar stack gas 

causes a greater momentum rise of the plume. However, the stack exit 

conditions also have a significant effect on the buoyant plume entrainment 

constant s2• Because most of the entrainment in the plume is due to self

induced turbulent mixing, changing the exit conditions from laminar to 

turbulent flow should only marginally increase the entrainment constant s2. 

Fig. 2-11 shows that the entrainment constant experiences a significant 

increase, changing from 0.74 to 1.4 as the stack gas conditions are changed 

from laminar to turbulent. The implication of this result is that plume rise 

is far more sensitive to initial conditions than we at first thought. From 

this result it is apparent that considerable care must be taken in modelling 

the stack exit conditions to assure a proper simulation of full scale plume 

trajectory. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FLOW IN THE WAKE OF THE TAILINGS POND DIKE 

Water Channel Flow Visualization 

It is particularly important to establish the point of reattachment 

of any separated flow downwind of the dike. wake to determine if low level 

sources on the plant site may be entrained into this highly turbulent reverse 

flow region, and be dispersed upwind of their point of emission. To determine 

the streamline trajectories near the tailings pond dike, flow visualization 

techniques were employed using· the water channel system shown in Fig. 3-1. 

This system was specifically designed to allow flow patterns to be 

·mapped around obstacles immersed in turbulent boundary layers. Because the 

rate of mixing in the dike wake depends to some extent on the mean velocity 

profile and turbulence level approaching the dike, it was necessary to simu

late typical atmospheric mean velocity profiles and turbulence levels in the 

approach flow. As shown in Fig.3-l this was accomplished by the use of a 

row of two-dimensional spikes followed by distributed surface roughness in 

the form of 11 Leggo 11 baseboard. The final configuration chosen was a result 

of a long and tedious program of trial and error measurements, which resulted 

in the mean velocity profile shown in Fig. 3-3. Measurements of the turbulence 

intensity were not made because of a lack of suitable instrumentation, 

however experience has shown that the simulation of the correct mean flow 

profile usually results in a proper distribution and intensity of turbulence. 

With this particular roughness configuration the lateral uniformity in 

mean velocity was within +5% of the centerline value at z = 5 em and excluding 

the outer 10 em at each side of 66 em channel width. The mean velocity pro

file in Fig. 3-3 was measured on the centerline and could be well represented 

with power laws of n = 0.2 for 0.5 < Z < 7 em and n = 0.3 for 7 < n < 28 em. 

Only this latter profile is shown in Fig. 3-3. 
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3-1. Water Channel and Dye Injector for Flow Visualization 

3-2. Injection into Recirculation Zone Marks Turbulence Dike 
Wake 
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Scale models of the tailings JPOnd and containment dikes were fabri

cated from sheet metal, and are shown in their final dimensional configuration 

in Fig. 3-4. A typical flow visualization measurement with dye injection into 

the recirculation zone behind the large dike is shown in Fig. 3-2. 

Water channel measurements we1·e made by releasing a stream of dye 

from a moveable probe to determine tht~ flow direction, and the intensity of 

turbulent mixing. The results of this investigation are shown in Fig. 3-5, 

where the dike wake recirculation zonE~ was observed to have a length of 

approximately 5 hill heights. As expt~cted, this flow reattacllnent point 

fluctuated over a range of about 1 hill height as shown in the figure. 

The presence of water in the tailings pond was simu·lated using a 

smooth metal sheet which extended app1·oximately 23 hill heiqhts upstream 

from the model dike. The recirculation patterns in Fig. 3-S show that the 

presence of this water level on the upwind side of the dike had very 1 ittl e 

effect on the flow patterns in the dovmwind wake. 

Reynolds Number Effects on Flow Separation 

All of the flow visualization experiments were carr·ied out at a con

stant water channel speed U0 = 33 em/sec at z = o = 20 em above the water 

channel flow. This results. in Reynolds numbers based on dike height and 

velocity at the dike crest of about UH·H/v ~ 7300 for the large dike and 

3400 for the small dike. These values are alarmingly small compared to their 

full scale counterparts which are typically 20,000 times larger. 

Hopefully, the existence of high levels of turbulent fluctuation in 

the approach flow will aid in stimulating the proper development of the 

turbulent recirculation zone downwind from the dike model. However, some 

caution must be used in applying the results from the flow visualization 

study to predict the behavior of the full scale dike wake. 
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In fact, we will find that Reynolds number effects are of crucial 

importance to interpeting the wind tunnel and water channel model results. 

We will see that the recirculation cavity which is present in the water channel 

flow visualization studies, and in the wind tunnel at the low speeds used in 

the buoyant plume test, will be absent entirely for the non-buoyant low 

level source studies, and probably absent for the full scale Syncrude dike. 

This appearance and disappearance of a recirculation zone is due entirely to 

the effect of flow Reynolds number. 

These Reynolds number effects transformed what were to be a few 

simple experiments into a major experimental study necessary to accurately 

assess the expected flow in the full scale dike wake, and to properly simulate 

this flow in the wind tunnel model. 

Previous Investigations of Recirculation Cavities 

A considerable body of literature exists which describes the flow in 

the far wake downwind of an obstacle on a wall. The length of the recircu

lation cavity immediately downwind of such an obstacle is much more poorly 

documented, full of uncertainties regarding the test Reynolds numbers, and 

the specific methods used to determine the cavity length. 

A summary of previous data on recirculation cavities is presented 

in Fig. 3-6. In general, the cavities behind sharp obstacles are quite insen

sitive to variations in Reynolds number, but show considerable variation with 

body shape and 0/H, the ratio of a.pproach boundary layer thickness to obstacle 

height. For a gently curved bell-shaped hill with separation fixed at the 

crest by means of a trip fence, Huber et al. (1976) found that the cavity 

length increased as the ratio o/H decreased. In their specific investigation 

they found that Lc/H = 9 for o/H = 2 and Lc/H = 11 for o/H = 1. 
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Based on the experience of testing and designing airfoil profile~ a 

strong Reynolds number dependence of the location and extent of flow separa

tion on Reynolds number is expected on bodies of gradual curvature. Fig. 

3-6 shows one such separation pattern observed over a model hill by Huber et al. 

(1976), who tried to eliminate these effects by using a sharp edged trip at 

the crest to fix the point of separation. When this was done the separation 

cavity increased from Lc/H = 5 for natural separation to Lc/H = 9 with separa

tion induced at the crest. Both of these observations were made at the same 

Reynolds number. 

Eliseev (1973) carried out a full scale wind study over a 100m high 

hill with gradual crest curvature and slopes of 15° to 30°. This full scale 

study is of interest because the hill contour closely resembled the shape of 

the Syncrude tailings pond dike. Eliseev's observations, using smoke streamers 

to visualize instantaneous vertical velocity profiles, showed a separation 

region of approximately Lc/H: 2 with a Reynolds number ReH ~ 107• Because the 

downwind slopes of this hill were somewhat more abrupt than that of the 

Syncrude tailings pond dike, it might be expected that these observations 

would represent an upper limit on the length of the recirculation cavity 

behind the tailings pond dike. 

Wind Tunnel Measurement of Dike Wake Recirculation 

In order to check the results of the water channel experiments a 

special helium tracer probe was developed to detect surface flow direction in 

the wind tunnel. A schematic of this probe is shown in Fig. 3-7. Its principle 

of operation was to use a helium tracer gas signal to determine flow direction 

by measuring the relative concentration between a point upwind and downwind 

from a small helium source. These upwind and downwind samples were measured 

using the helium concentration bridge. The polarity of the signal indicated 

whether the tracer gas was being aspirated by the reference side or the 

sample side of the concentration detector. 
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The extent of the flow recirculation zone in the wind tunnel model 

was found to be strongly dependent on Reynolds number. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 3-7 where the output signa 1 s from the flow direct ion detector are 

shown at two sampling locations for two different Reynolds numbers. The 

output of the detector indicates that at sampling location'W' (X/H = 3.56) 

close to the hill there is an upwind (separated) flow at the lower test 

Reynolds number. In contrast to this, at the higher Reynolds number the same 

test location shows a downwind (unseparated) flow. For comparison purposes 

a sample from location "B"(X/H = 16) far downwind from the hill is also shown, 

with its characteristic downwind flow at all Reynolds numbers. 

Because the helium tracer system for detecting flow direction was a 

new development, there was some suspicion that these measurements may have 

represented some anomaly in the detector operation, or a misinterpretation of 

the output signal. Some further tests were required to establish confidence 

in the detector system. 

Separation Behind a Sharp Edged Wall 

With the doubts raised by the lack of agreement between the water 

channel and wind tunnel tests of the length of the wake recirculation cavity, 

an experiment was devised to provide a baseline for comparison. The system 

chosen for this test was a sharp edged vertical wall, whose point of flow 

separation is unaffected by Reynolds number. 

The flow recirculation zone downwind from this vertical wall was in

vestigated in both the water channel and the wind tunnel. The results are 

tabulated below. 

I System 0/H 

Water Channel 9.5 7300 4 

Wind Tunnel 9.05 63,000 8.6 
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The length of the recirculation cavity determined by these two independent 

methods are in excellent agreement, considering the large disparity in 

Reynolds number and the variation in the ratio o/H for the two systems. 

The shape of the flow recirculation cavity and the highly turbulent shear 

layer above it, are shown in Fig. 3-8, based on the water channel measurements. 

The excellent agreement between the flow reattactvnent point determined in the 

water channel and wind tunnel is even more remarkable consiidering that Fig. 3-8 

shows the fluctuating zone of flow reattactvnent extends about 2 hill heights 

upwind and downwind of its average position. 

These tests established confidence in the results obtained from the 

helium tracer gas detector used for flow direction measurements in the wind 

tunnel. 

Dike Recirculation Cavity in the Wind tunnel 

With our confidence restored in the wind tunnel experimental techniques, 

a series of measurements were performed to determine the effect of Reynolds 

number on flow reattactment. These results are shown in F·ig. 3-9 where they 

are compared with the water channel measurements. The sma '11 differences be

tween the wind tunnel and water channel measurements at th1: same Reynolds 

number might be due to the effect of the approach boundary layer ratio 

o/H. The increase in cavity length with decreasing values of this ratio are 

consistent with both the trend and magnitude of the differences observed by 

Huber et al. (1976), discussed p~eviously. 

For the largest dike the reattachment 1 ength was consistently about 

0.5H longer than the two smaller dikes. The reason for this discrepancy 

may be due to tunnel blockage effects, which amounted to 1'1% area blockage 

for the 1 argest dike. Because the wind tunnel test section had a fixed 

roof with no means of pressure gradient control, the reattachment may have 

------------·-------------------------- ----- -- -- ------------------,--------------------------------------------- ------- -- -------- ----
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been influenced by pressure gradients induced by blockage. This is con

sistent with results of Good and Joubert (1968) who found that the measure-

ments of base pressure coefficients on walls in turbulent boundary layers 

with pressure gradients indicated that the rear spearation bubble was 

affected by pressure gradient. 

Two different Reynolds numbers are used for correlating the data 

in Figure 3-9. The local dike crest Reynolds number ReH = UHH/v and the 

momentum thickness Reynolds number of the approach flow Re8 = u&e/v. The 

momentum thickness Reynolds number, which is independent of dike height 

gives a better correlation for different dike heights than the dike crest 

Reynolds number. However, as H increases, 6/H decreases and the observed 

changes in Lc/H are consistent with the expected effect of decreasing 6/H. 

In addition, some of the variation in L /H may be due to changes in tunnel c 

blockage for the 3 hill heights. Further studies are required using different 

approach boundary 1 ayers for a constant dike height to determine the approp

riate Reynolds number for correllating Lc/H. 

The most surprising result of the study was that even for 3:1 dike 

slopes, which at least visually appear quite steep, the flow recirculation 

zone disappears at a Reynolds number of about ReH- 105. Because full-scale 

Reynolds numbers for dikes are typically 107, wind tunnel measurements at 

low Reynolds number will not give a true picture of the expected full-scale 

flow field. The full-scale measurements of Eliseev (1973) support this, 

indicating that even for relatively steep dikes, flow recirculation zones 

will be very small. 

From the observations summarized in Fig. 3-9 wecan draw the following 

conclusions: 
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1. The full scale Syncrude dike has a high Reynolds numbel~ of about ReH = 

1.5 x 107 (for full scale Us= 6 m/sec, H = 45.7 m) so that no separation 

is anticipated in the full scale system. 

2. Low Level non-buoyant source experiments which were carried out in the 

wind tunnel at a Reynolds number ReH : 31,000 (Us = 1~~.0 m/sec) will 

experience no flow separation downwind from the model dike, in agree-

ment with the full scale expectations. 

3. The buoyant plume tests where 0.4 <Us< 1.0 m/sec will be typical for 

our velocity scale factor of about 30:1 will have a separation cavity 

about 5 hill heights in length. This will not be an accurate simulation 

of the expected full scale system which should have no separation 

.cavity. 

Flow Deflector for Wind Tunnel Dike 

To provide an accurate simulation of the dike wake at low tunnel 

speeds, a flow deflector was mounted on the dike crest. This deflector was 

positioned by trial and error to direct the flow down the 1 ee side of the 

dike, thus preventing flow separation. Titanium tetrachloride smoke was 

used at tunnel speeds in the 0.5 to 1.0 m/sec range to ass1ure that no 

significant flow separation occurred. The final configuration looked mu.ch 

like the wind deflectors mounted on vehicles to keep the r~ear window clear. 

Mean velocity and turbulence profiles were measured in the dike 

wake. With the deflector in place the profiles showed that flow separation 

(with its large wake momentum loss and high turbulence)was almost completely 

eliminated. This deflector was used in all low speed tests with dikes. 

The high speed tests at a tunnel speed of about 10 m/sec did not require 

the use of a deflector because the Reynolds number was high enough to keep 

the flow attached. 

·-~----····-·---··--·-··--·--·--. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISPERSION FROM LOW LEVEL SOURCES 

The effect of the turbulent wake downwind from the tailings pond dike 

on dispersion from low level sources was investigated for a single wind direc

tion from due plant north. For this wind direction the tailings pond dike 

lay perpendicular to the wind, and the turbulent wake behind it passed 

directly over the low level plant sources. 
Wind Tunnel Measurements 

The low level sources shown on the map in Fig. 1-1 were not simulated 

on an individual basis. Instead, two low level sources A and B were located 

a distance of 366 m upwind from the main stack, and at the two crosswind 

locations shown on the map of Fig.l-1. These source locations were selected 

as being the closest typical distances to the dike wake, and therefore the 

positions which should experience the greatest effect of the tailings pond 

dike. A standard source height of hs = 30.5 m was selected as typical of an 

average low level source. 

The operating conditions used for the tests are given in Table 4-1 

along with a sketch of the source itself, which ejected pure helium tracer 

gas horizontally to avoid momentum rise. The high tunnel operating speed 

was chosen to minimize the effects of buoyancy rise. As we shall see later 

even this large tunnel speed did not completely suppress the rise of the 

helium tracer gas, which reached an effective source height of about 

h = 5 to 5. 5 em 40 to 44 m. In spite of this small buoyant rise, the 

tests were typical of dispersion from a non-buoyant source, whose only non

dimensional parameter should be CUhh2/Q. The reader will recall from the 

flow visualization studies that at the high tunnel speeds used for these 

tests, the model, like the full scale dike,will have no flow recirculation 

region on its downwind side. 
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TABLE 4-l 

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR LOW LEVEL SOURCES A AND,B 

Source Height hs = 3.81 em {30.5 m) 

Emission Rate Q = 101.3 cm3/sec 

Exit Diameter d = 0.378 em 

Density Ratio ~/pa = 0.138 (100% helium) 

Model Wind Speed at Main Stack Height Us= 1183 em/sec 

Model Wind Speed at Source Height* Uh = 900 em/sec 

Upwind Distance From Main Stack = 45.7 em ( 366 m) Plant North 

STAINLESS 
TUBE 

£
INSIDE DIA. = 0.378 

.c-..·-;:;;;-~ 
-----To--------. ~p--r;¥rt r 

~t (> 

BASE PLATE 

... )'•--~ 

h = 3.81 s 

*with no upwind dike present 
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All wind tunnel tests were carried out at a constant speed which 

was maintained using a reference pitot tube located upstream from the 

-turbulence generator spikes. This reference speed location upwind of 

the dikes maintained a constant wind speed approaching the dike. At the 

source locations A and B downwind from the dike, both the turbulence 

and the mean wind speed may be altered by the presence of the tailings pond 

dike. With a constant wind speed approaching the dike both of these 

effects will automatically be included in the observed concentration 

profiles. 

All concentration measurements were made using a 100 second time 

average, followed by a 10 second reading with no helium injection to 

compensate for bridge drift. For non-buoyant sources there is no direct 

time scale ratio between model and full-scale. To determine the full

scale averaging time corresponding to this 100 second wind tunnel 

measurement, it is necessary to compare the measured plume spreading 

widths in the wind tunnel to full-scale values determined for various 

averaging times. We will see later that there is considerable uncertainty 

determining these full-scale averaging times, which will lead to the same 

uncertainty in interpreting the full-scale averaging time equivalent to 

the wind tunnel measurements. 

Converting From Model to Full-Scale 

The turbulence structure in· the approach wind, and the model of the 

plant site both have a length scale factor of 800:1. This factor can be 

applied to any of the measured length parameters in the model study, such 

as x, y, z, a, h, etc. 
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The sources A and B used in the wind tunnel stud!y do not represent 

any specific full-scale source on the Syncrude plant site. For this 

reason a direct com pari son between model and full-sea 1 e measurements is 

neither desirable nor relevant. However, many of the full-scale sources 

have release heights similar to that chosen for the wind tunnel study, 

and the dimensionless variable C
0

Uh 2 should be constant for non-buoyant 

Q 
behavior at high wind speeds. Then, the model (m) and full-scale (f) 

concentrations are related by 

2 
co uh c o uh (~~) = -Q-

f Q m 

64 X 104 c o uh 
= (4-l) 

Q m 

Because it is the relative effect of the dike on ground level concentrations 

that is important, and not the value of the concentration itself, all 

concentration measurements will be given here in terms of the model 

concentrations measured in the wind tunnel. 

Vertical and Crosswind Concentration Profiles 

Vertical profiles of concentration and crosswind concentration 

profiles at ground level were measured at a single downwind distance of 

X= 107 em (full scale: 2808' or 856 m) from source location A. The 

vertical concentration measurements were carried out using the vertical 

probe traversing system shown in the photograph of Fig. 2-7. Crosswind 

ground level measurements were obtained simply by moving the ground level 

sampling probe to they distance selected. This downwind sampling point 

was selected to avoid interference with nearby structures. In addition, 
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this sampling position was located at a point where the ground level 

concentration profile showed a stable decay rate in the X direction (away 

from the dips and valleys observed near the point of maximum ground level 

concentration). 

Concentration profiles were measured without a dike, and for two 

dike heights of 75' and 150'. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show typical concen

tration profiles obtained with an upwind dike height of 150'. Plume 

spreading rates oy and oz were determined by fitting ground-reflected 

Gaussians which had the same area under their curves. As can be seen, 

the observed concentration profiles show excellent agreement with the 

Gaussian plume model. 

The plume spreading ratio oz/oy at X= 107 em (2808 ft., 856 m) for 

source A was approximately 0.66 to 0.67, in very good argreement with 

the Brookhaven data of Singer and Smith (1966) who found a value of 0.69 

for neutrally stable atmospheric conditions. These values are presented 

in Table 4-2, and compared with full-scale values in Table 4-3. The 

high turbulence near ground level causes significantly larger measured 

plume spread than predicted values for an elevated release. 

Effective Source Height 

Table 4-2 shows values of vertical and crosswind spreading rates 

obtained from Gaussian fits to the measured concentration profiles. In 

addition, using the measured plume spreading ratio o /o and the z y 

experimental value of the maximum concentration the effective source 

heights can be computed by writing equation (C3) as 

(C3) 
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This equation requires that the plume spreading ratio a/ay remain constant 

at all X locations. These effective source heights are shown in Table 

4-2, and lead to the conclusion that although the plume was emitted at 

a height of 3.81 em above the surface, buoyant plume rise has caused its 

effective height to be approximately 5.5 em. This corresponds to a 

30.5 m emission height to a final rise of 44 m. 

Only part of the plume rise can be attributed to buoyancy effects. 

Using Briggs (1969) estimate for buoyant rise 

6h = 1.6 F
1
'

3 x2
'
3 

uh 

and taking the final rise at 10 source heights downwind, a plume rise of 

0.61 em is predicted. This is less than half of the value predicted 

using maximum observed ground level concentrations. Because of the 

uncertainties involved in applying full-scale plume rise predictions to 

model scale systems, the effective source height deduced from ground 

1 evel concentration measurements was considered to be a more reliable 

estimate. 

The assumption in Eq. (C3) above that the plume spreading ratio 

a/ay remains constant, was relaxed by assuming different power law 

functions for a and a . The full-scale spreading rates for 3 minute z y 

sampling times recommended by Alberta Dispersion Guidelines were used 

in Eq. (Cl3)from Appendix C to p:edict the effective source hight. This 

more complicated approach gave values within a few percent of the effective 

source heights predicted by the much simpler equation (C3). 

Ground Level Concentration Without Dikes 

Ground level profiles were measured by positioning a movable sampling 
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probe at ground level downwind from each of the source locations. The 

photograph in Fig. 2-6 shows the source at location A and the ground 

level sampling probe in position downwind. 

Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the ground level measurements along a 

line directly downwind from the source. All of the ground level profiles 

gave fluctuating values of the mean concentration at various positions 

close to the ground level maximum. The data in Fig. 4-7, taken with a 

model dike in place, shows that these fluctuations with downwind 

distance are reproducible, and cannot be attributed to experimental error. 

The probable source of these variations is a crosswind displacement of 

the plume axis, which exposes the sampling probe to lower off-axis 

concentration levels. The dips in ground level concentrations appeared 

to occur most often when the plume passed near a large building. To account 

for this plume meandering, the maximum ground level concentration listed 

in Table 4-2 was determined from a smoothed profile drawn as an envelope 

around the maximum observed concentrations, with the lower dips and valleys 

in the profile assumed to represent values off the axis of maximum concen

tration. 

Although the two source locations A and B produced the same qualita

tive trends for their results, the maximum concentrations for locations 

B were about 20 percent higher than those for location A. Because the 

effective source height can only partly be accounted for by buoyancy rise, 

it is plausible to suppose that the plume from source A may have been 

deflected upward by about 0.5 em more than the plume from source B. This 

slight additional plume rise for source A would account for the difference 

in both magnitude and downwind location of the ground level concentrations 

observed for the two sources. Another plausible explanation is that the 
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TABLE 4-2 

VERTICAL AND CROSSWIND PLUME SPREAD 

Source Location A 

X = 107 em (2808 ft, 856 m) 

hs = 3.81 em (100 ft, 30.5 m) 

Experimenta 1 Effective 
0 ** oy oz Comaxuh source z height em em oy Q Eq C3 -2 em em 

7.84 11.65 0.673 . 0052'* 5. 51* 

7.98 12.05 0.662 . 00515 5.49 

8.34 12.70 0.657 .0050 5.55 

*Data from Location B has maximum concentration levels 
about 20% higher and, if oz/oy is the same, values of 
h ; 5.0 em, 10% lower than those shown for location A 

**computed using effective source height h = hs = 3.81 em 

:- ------~·----~--~---~-:-··~-------·---,·------·---------- - ------~- ---· 

h 
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TABLE 4-3 

COMPARISON OF MODEL AND FULL SCALE PLUME 

SPREADS FOR LOW LEVEL SOURCES WITH NO DIKE 

Source Location A 

X = 107 em (2808 ft, 856 m) 

Parameter az 

m 

Wind Tunnel 
sealed up 62.7 

800:1 

Singer and Smith(l966) 
Brookhaven 42.6 

1 hour averages 

Alberta Dispersion 
Guidelines (1978) 45.0 
3 min averages 

Alberta Dispersion 
Guidelines (1978) 45.0 
1 hour averages 

Full Scale Values in Meters 

Singer and Smith (1966) 
for 1 hour averages 

Alberta Dispersion Guidelines (1978) 
for 3 min averages 

for 1 hour averages 

a a y z -
m 

cry 

93.2 0.673 

62.0 0.688 

74.2 0.606 

135.0 0.333 

az = 0.22 x0·78 , cry= 1.45 az 

a = 0 456 x0· 68 a = 0 195 x0·88 
z . y . 

az' unchanged, cry = 0.355 x0·88 
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plume from source A had a 1 arger crosswind spread cry than the plume from 

source B. No direct measurenents were made of crosswind spread to support 

this hypothesis, however it was observed that several large structures, 

including the main power plant building, lie close to the position of 

maximum ground 1 evel concentration for source location A. These buildings 

may have locally increased the crosswind plume spreading and/or caused 

the plume axis to deviate so that the sensor was not placed on the line of 

maximum concentration. 

Theoretical predictions were made for ground 1 evel concentration · 

profiles using a Gaussian plume model, with full-scale plume spreading 

rates from correlations given by Singer and Smith {1966), and Alberta 

Dispersion Guidelines (1978). For a Gaussian plume the ground 1 evel 

concentration is represented by Eq. (ClO) and the spreading rates are 

given by power law functions shown in Table 4-3. 

The predictions in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 show renarkably good agree-

ment with the experimental measurements, even considering that the 

effective source heights were adjusted to give the correct value for 

maximum ground level concentration. The most puzzling aspect in these 

predictions, is that the concentration profiles claim such widely different 

averaging times. The Alberta Dispersion Guidelines profile is supposed to 

represent 3 minute averages, while the curves generated using Singer and 

Smith's spreading rates are claimed to be for 1 hour averages. Clearly, 

both of these averaging times cannot be correct. The Alberta Dispersion 

Guidelines (1978) suggest that only the crosswind spread depends on 

averaging time according to a relationship cry« t-0· 2. If the 3 minute 

crosswind spreads are corrected to 60 minute values using this proportion

ality, the ground 1 evel concentrations decrease by about a factor of 2. 
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The measured ratio of plume spreading rates a/cry shown in Table 4-3 

does not help to resolve this dilemma, because its value of 0.67 agrees 

reasonably well with both the claimed 3 minute and 60 minute averaging 

times. 

Effect of Dikes on Ground Level Concentration 

Ground level profiles for both source locations are shown in Fig. 4-5 

to 4-10 for dike heights of H = 75 1
, 150 1

, and 300 1
• For all dike heights 

the ground 1 evel concentrations exhibited the same fluctuations with 

downwind·distance that were observed with no dike present. Fig. 4-7 for 

the 150 1 dike height shows that these fluctuations are reproducible from 

day to day, and are almost certainly due to crosswind deflection of the 

plume axis by nearby structures on the plant site model. 

Both source 1 ocations showed cons is tent trends, with increasing 

dike height causing a slight decrease in maximum ground level concentra

tion. Concentrations closer to the source than the ground level maximum 

tended to increase slightly, while concentrations downwind from the ground 

level maximum position showed a significant decrease with increasing dike 

height. These two observations indicate that the position of maximum 

concentration moves somewhat closer to the source as dike height increases. 

This movement toward the source of the maximum concentration point with 

increasing dike height must be inferred, because fluctuations with down-

wind distance make it difficult to accurately locate this maximum concen

tration position. The movement of the ground level maximum closer to the 

source is consistent with a high rate of vertical plume spread a that z 

will occur when the dike increases the turbulence in its wake, see Table 4-2. 
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The Gaussian plume model described in Appendix C provides a rational 

explanation for all of the observed effects of the dike wake on ground 

level concentrations. Writing equation (C3) in the form 

c u h2 
0 cr 

max h = 1._ (2-) 
Q ne cry 

The decrease in maximum ground 1 evel concentration observed ·in the dike 

wake implies that the turbulence generated by the dike produces a larger 

increase in crosswind spread cry than it does to increase the vertical 

spread crz. 

The most remarkable observation of the effect of the dike on the 

source is not that it causes a change in concentration, but how 1 ittle 

effect it has. Even for the 300' dike height, Figs. 4-9 and 4-10 show 

that the sources located about 10 dike heights downwind expel~ience only 

a 10 percent change in their maximum ground 1 evel concentrat·ion due to 

the dike wake turbulence. Even more surprising is the observation that 

this change represents a decrease and not an increase in concentration. 

The reason for the small effect of the dikes on downwind sources is 

that the flow over the model dike does not separate and produce a 

high turbulence recirculation zone on its downwind side. This lack of flow 

separation and recirculation observed in the model, and described in Chapter 

3, should also occur for the full-scale tailings pond dike which will experience 

much high Reynolds numbers due to its larger size. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the wind tunnel experiments 

using low level sources in the wake of the tailings pond dike: 
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1. The effect of increasing the tailings pond dike height, if any, 

will be to lower the ground level concentration from low level 

sources. This is consistent with an increased crosswind spread 

caused by turbulence in the dike wake. 

2. Simple Gaussian models, such as that recommended in the Alberta 

Dispersion Guidelines, are capable of providing an accurate 

prediction of ground 1 evel concentration when care is taken to 

properly estimate the effective source height. For 1 ow-level 

sources it is particularly important to determine the plume 

rise, because this can represent a significant fraction of the 

total effective source height. 

3. Full-scale correlations of plume spread are not consistent in 

their specification of averaging time. The Alberta Dispersion 

Guidelines (1978) and the Brookhaven correlations of Singer and 

Smith (1966) both predict the same value of maximum ground level 

concentration. However, the Alberta Dispersion Guidelines claim 

that this concentration represents a 3 minute average, while the 

Brookhaven spreading rates claim that the average is for 60 

minutes. Further investigations of full-scale plume spreading 

rates are required to resolve this discrepancy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PLUME RISE AND DISPERSION WITH FLAT TERRAIN 

The plume rise 6h and plume spread cry and crz are important not only 

for developing a model for ground level concentration of the main stack 

plume, but also they are important to determine if the wind tunnel i~ 

correctly modelling the full scale situation. The plume rise 6h is a 

sensitive indicator of stack gas conditions and mean speed. Measured 

values of plume spread with downwind distance are indicators of the 

background turbulence scale and intensity. In addition, it is only 

through a comparison of the plume spread cr and cr with full scale 
y z 

values that we can obtain an estimate of the appropriate full scale 

averaging time corresponding to the model measurements. 

We will show in this chapter that not only does the tunnel accurately 

model plume rise and dispersion, but it is also able to simulate such 

effects as stack wake downwash, combined rise due to momentum and buoyancy, 

and wind shear effects on plume rise. Finally, the wind tunnel model is 

able to demonstrate that plumes in neutral stability do have a final rise 

height caused by plume break-up by atmospheric turbulence. 

Most of the data presented in this chapter were measured using a 

turbulent stack gas condition, with the mixing plug inserted in the stack. 

For this configuration the operating conditions are summarized in Table 2-4, 

which shows that two different approach wind speeds were for these tests. 

The low speed tests were carried out at a tunnel speed of 0.45 m/s (13.4 m/s 

full scale), while the high speed tests in which stack downwash was the 

dominant factor were carried out at exactly twice this speed. 
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Vertical and Crosswind Concentration Profiles 

Vertical and crosswind concentration profiles ~rere necessary to 

determine plume rise ~h, vertical spread crz and crosswind spread cry. 

Each of these measured profiles also presented the opportunity of examin

ing the validity of the Gaussian plume model in turbu:l ent shear flow. The 

Gaussian plume model with a single parameter to describe the plume spread 

in any given direction is the simplest of all models for atmospheric dis-

persian. The governing equations for this Gaussian model are described in 

detail in Appendix C, and summarized schematically in the diagram below. 

In the presence of non-homogeneous atmospheric shear flow, mean wind speed 

variations with height, and self-induced turbulence from buoyant mixing, 

the validity-of the Gaussian plume model is often questioned. The cross-

wind and vertical profiles shown ·in Figure 5-l close to the stack show an 

excellent agreement with a Gaussian shape. At this point close to the 

stack, a significant fraction of the measured plume spread is due to self

induced mixing by momentum and buoyancy effects. 
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Further downwind, where ground 1 evel reflection causes the concentra

tion profiles to lose their symmetry, Figure 5-2 shows that a ground

reflected Gaussian is still an excellent approximatiion to the measured 

concentration profiles. For all measured profiles, the plume spread cry or 

crz was adjusted to obtain a best-fit to the observed data. The profiles 

shown in Figures 5-l and 5-2 are generated from these best-fit values. 

Averaging Time and Plume Drift 

Figure 5-2 shows graphically the necessity of using sufficiently long 

time averages to define the concentration. Four consecutive 100 second 

time averages are shown along with the 400 second mean values in Figure 5-3 

from these consecutive samples. Note that even with 400 second model scale 

averages, the plume rise ~his very difficult to establish with a 

precision greater than about ±10%. 

Buoyancy modelling scales developed in Appendix Band discussed in 

Chapter 2 indicate that the 100 second model time averages correspond to 

about 45 minute full scale values. Thus, the 400 second averages should 

correspond in full scale to about 3 hour averages. However, the reader 

should not place too much reliance on this time scaling from buoyancy 

modelling. Because the wind tunnel does not accurately simulate the plume 

meandering that influences full seale averages over times longer than 

about 1 hour, a direct scale factor cannot be directly established for the 

wind tunnel model. In the wind tunnel the spreading of the plume eventually 

approaches an asymtotic value as averaging time increases, while the full 

scale plume indicates increasing spread with longer averaging times. We will 

pursue this point later when full scale values are compared to the measured 

model plume spreads. 
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In the crosswind concentration profiles it was observed that the 

plume drifted slightly to the right or left as itmov~esdownwind. This 

drift is probably due to local variations in the flow·, and it was always 

less than 1° from the nominal wind direction. However, the drift did 

appear to be systematic, and at the end of the test section X = 290 em 

(2320 m full scale) the plume was always to the right of the tunnel 

centerline ( 1 ooki ng downwind). At this point the drift was 1 ess than 

5 em in the negative y direction. 

Combined Momentum and Buoyancy Rise 

The rise of a plume due to momentum and buoyancy effects from a source 

of finite radius Rs has been developed by many investigators for both stable 

and neutrally stable atmospheric conditions, see for example Briggs (1975) 

p. 78. For neutrally stable conditions, such as those in the wind tunnel, 

the plume rise is given by 

R s 
s, ( 5-l ) 

Rs is the stack radius and s1 is the momentum entrainment constant; s2 is 

the buoyancy entrainment constant, and L
8 

is the buoyancy length defined by 

- F 
LB - U3 

s 

which is defined in terms of the buoyancy flux 

F=g --W R ~ Ps) 2 
. Pa s s 

(5-3) 



The momentum length LM is 
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F 0.5 
L = _11 
M Us 

defined in terms of the momentum flux 

Ps 2 2 
F = a. - W R 
M Pa s s 

from which we see the ratio 

(5-4) 

(5-5) 

(5-6) 

For most practical problems, including the Syncrude stack, the terms 

involving the source radius Rs = d/2 in Equation 5-l are negligible. The 

entrainment constants s1 and s2 are of primary importance and must be fixed 

by comparing measured plume trajectories to the predictions of Equation 

5-l. Briggs (1970, 1975) after an extensive review of literature on momen-

tum rise suggests on purely empirical grounds that the entrainment constant 

should be 

sl, Briggs 
us 

= 0.33 + ws 

However, this is not consistant with the measurements of Ricou and Spalding 

who found that the entrainment ·constant is proportional to (ps/pa) 0·5. In 

addition, all of the present measurements show that it is the momentum 

parameter 

( 
p ) w 2 

tP = a. 2. _s_ 
M Pa Us 2 

(5-7) 
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and not the velocity ratio that is important. Keeping the general form 

of Briggs' express ion the present study suggested the form 

13 = 0.33 Ps + -1 
( )

0.5 ( )0.5 

1 Pa <PM 

Because it represents an average from several investigators, Briggs' 

constant of 0.33 has been retained in preference to Ricou and Spalding's 

value of 0.25. 

(5-8) 

The entrainment constant 132 for buoyant mixing is generally set at a 

constant value, more from our state of ignorance of the mixing processes 

than for any good reason. Briggs {1975) suggests the value of 132 = 0.6 

based on correlation of full-scale plume rise measurements. In the present 

study, data which will be presented later will suggest a value of 132 = 0.87 

in a uniform wind. 

Equation 5-1 is only strictly valid when the wind speed is constant 

with height above the stack. When the wind speed varies with distance 

above the stack top, some simple corrections can be applied to Equation 

5-1 to compensate for the effect of wind speed variations. One method is 

to adjust the effective wind speed Us at each downwind position to com

pensate for the higher wind speeds encountered by the plume as it rises 

through the shear flow. Another simple but purely empirical correction is 

to adjust the buoyancy entrainment constant 62 to account for wind shear. 

When this is done for the measurements in the present study we will find 

that 132 will increase from 132 = 0.87 to values as high as 62 = 1.4. 

The character of Equation 5-1 for combined rise is illustrated in 

Figure 5-+. The values of the entrainment constants and the ratio of 

momentum to buoyancy length are those that we will later find appropriate 
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for the Syncrude plume at 120 percent of nominal rated load and a wind 

velocity at stack height of Us = 0.45 m/s (13.4 m/s full scale). It is 

apparent that the momentum rise only contributes si9nificantly close to 

the stack. Terms involving the initial source size are small, and have 

been neglected, except where specifically noted. 

Data taken for several momentum to buoyancy 1 ength ratios are shown 

in Figure 5-5 for one specific set of entrainment constants. All of the 

measurements were made in turbulent shear flow with I¢'M > 1.6, to avoid 

stack wake downwash effects. In this case the momentum entrainment 

constant s1 is computed from Equation 5-8. Data fOl~ the measured Syncrude 

plume at Us = 0.45 m/s (13.4 m/s full scale) had a momentum length ratio 

of 7.84 and is included with the open circles. Several general observa

tions may be made: 

1. The value of s2 = 1.2 in Figure 5-5 gives the best overall fit 

to the data. It is exactly twice a$ large as the value suggested 

by Briggs (1969, 1975) as an average of fu'll scale measurements. 

We will show later that this high value is mostly due to the 

presence of shear flow which causes the plume to bend over and 

decreases its rise. However, even for a uniform approach flow 

the value of s2 is about 0.9 in the wind tunnel. 

2. The measurements show that there is definitely a final rise for 

plumes in neutral stability. Even for high momentum plumes this 

final rise appears to be governed only by the buoyancy length, 

and occurs at about Xf = 2200 L8. Because of the uncet~tainty in 

fixing this point, the choice for final ris1~ position was based 

mostly on convenience for fitting ground level concentration 
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profiles, rather than any rational assessment of the data scatter 

in Figure 5-5. 

3. The contribution of momentum to final rise is not significant 

for the Syncrude plume at the test speed of Us = 0.45 m/s (13.4 m/s 

full scale). However, Equation 5-6 shows that the momentum to 

buoyancy length ratio varies as the square of the wind speed, and 

for higher wind speeds the momentum to buoyancy length ratio may 

be as large as 30, giving significant contr·ibution from momentum. 

Because it is precicely these higher speeds that are critical in 

determining whether the stack complies with government standards, 

it is recommended that momentum rise be included in all plume 

rise calculations. 

Predicting Final Rise 

One of the most significant results of thts study was the discovery 

that distance to final rise was scaled according to buoyancy length LB. 

Because the buoyancy length in Equation 5-2 is inversely proportional 

to the wind speed cubed, the distance from the stack to the point of final 

rise rapidly decreases as wind speed increases. Thiis in turn causes 

drastic decreases in final plume rise, which must be taken into account 

to determine a realistic model for ground 1 evel conc:entrations at high 

wind speeds. If we assume a buoyancy dominated plume at the position of 

final rise, and insert the final rise position as Xf = 2200 LB the final 

rise for the Syncrude plume should be about 

_ 194 F 
~hBf -

8
o.67 u3 
2 s 

(5-9) 
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Using the best fit value of s2 = 1.4 which includes wind shear 

effects, the final rise of the Syncrude plume should be 

~hBf = 155 : 3 
s 

if momentum effects can be neglected. 

Unfortunately, the downwind position of final rise of Xf = 2200 L8 
is applicable only for the specific atmospheric shear flow used in the 

Syncrude model studies. However, Briggs (1975) in Equations 79 and 80 

derives the final rise of a purely buoyant plume by setting buoyant 

turbulant dissipation equal to the atmospheric turbulent dissipation. 

From this he obtains the final buoyant rise height as 

~hB f = Osr [ 2. 5 1 n ( \: ~h) J [ 1 + ~ ~ 
213 

:~ 
Inserting this in the transitional 2/3 law for buoyant rise gives 

[ (
h + ~h )-13 [ h J 

2. 5 1 n s z
0 

J 1 + ~~ 

This shows that distance to final rise depends on atmospheric turbulence 

properties contained in the surface roughness Z
0 

and in the height of 

the plume (hs +~h). 

Slawson and Csanady (1971) consider the problem of departures from 

(5-1 0) 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 

the 2/3 law for buoyant plumes. They include the effects of both atmospheric 

turbulence and stability. Their hypotheses are supported by full seale 

measurements. They find that for unstable air the plume rise is enhanced, 

and the transitional rise Equation 5-1 may grossly underestimate the plume 
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rise. In contrast to this, background atmospheric turbulence causes 

the plume rise to flatten as shown in the sketch below. 

flh 

/ 

small positive 
slope 

neutral 
a tmos phe.re 

2/3 law atmospheric atmospheric 
transitional rise turbulence stability 

reduces rise dominates 

Here we are concerned only with the effect of atmospheric turbulence 

in neutral stability. We will identify the first transition point 

where the slope of plume rise changes sharply as the position of 

"final rise." Slawson and Csanady (their equation 19a) find this 

transition point as 

xf = a. 565 s~· 4 [ 
L8 L0.6 

B a, 
If a log law for velocity applies Briggs (1975) p. 88 has shown 

the dissipation E is 

E = 0.4 (h + flh) 
s 

which has the velocity profile 

"u* = o:4 ln c z: 6h) 
Combining these equations and applying them to Equation (5-13) yields 

--·---- --------------------~----- ·---

( 5-13) 
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(5-14) 

Slawson and Csanady give no hint for the value of a1. It should be of the 

order of unity, and we will take it as a1 = 1.0 for all our estimates here. 

Table 5-l presents a comparison of these predictions for final 

rise with observations in the wind tunnel. The rationale for using 

s2 = 0.87 for determining the distance to plume break-up is that this 

entrainment constant was determined for a uniform approach wind, and 

does not contain any extra compensation for plume deflection by vertical 

wind shear. On the other hand, the entrainment constant s2 = 1.4 is 

used in estimating the final rise height, because this final rise is 

influenced by wind tunnel shear. Considering the approximations made 

in developing the final rise predictions, the agreement in Table 5-l 

is reasonably good. 

Stack Wake Downwash 

The true perils of wake downwash are seldom appreciated by stack 

designers. Some downwash will begin to be noticeable when the stack 

momentum parameter defined by Equation 5-7 is ~M < 2 or more crudely 

W/Us < 1. 5. 

Most stack designers either ignore downwash completely, or compen

sate by reducing the plume rise by a few stack diameters to account for 

a lower virtual origin of the.buoyant source. Figure 5-6 shows the 

effects of downwash on plume trajectory. At the high wind speed the 

plume is sucked down into the stack wake, never to rise again. The 

shaded region shows the predicted rise heights for a range of entrain-

ment constants determined from other measurements. 
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Table 5-1 

Comparison of Measured and Predicted 
'llr 

Final Rise for the Syncrude Plume 

Distance to Breakup Final Buoyant Rise 
I nv est i gator xf 6hf 

LB TB 
s2 = o.87 for 82 = 1.4 (with 

shear effects) 

Present Study 2200 ± 500 1 55 ± 25 

Briggs (1975) 3884 225 
( eq. 5-12) ( eq. 5-11) 

Slawson and Csanady (1971) 1730 130 
for a1 = l .0 ( eq. 5-14) (eq. 5~, LM = 0) 

* computed for Us = 0.45 m/s (13.4 m/s full scale) 

with 6h = 16, hs = 22.86, Z
0 

= 0.05, LB = 0.101, all in em 
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On Figure 5-7 we can clearly see that the low pressure region in 

the stack wake applies a downward vertical force to the plume near the 

stack and overcomes its momentum, sucking the plume downward into the 

wake. As if this downward displacement were not enough of a disaster, 

the high turbulence in the wake increases entrainment not only close 

to the stack but, apparently far downwind as well. That is, its contact 

with the highly turbulent stack wake changes the character of plume 

entrainment at all downwind locations, drastically reducing plume rise. 

Because the critical wind speed to determine compliance with 

government regulations often is high enough to cause significant stack 

wake downwash, some correction must be applied for this effect. Based 

··on the present data in Figure 5-7, and on other similar experiments, it 

is recommended that the plume rise t.h computed with no downwash be 

corrected using the following factors. 

= t.h for ¢M > 2 

t.hwith = t.h (1 - ¢M) for 1 .0 < ¢M < 2.0 (5-15) 
downwash = 0 for ¢M < 1 .0 

Wind Shear Effects on Plume Rise 

One of the specific objectives of this experimental study was to 

evaluate the effect of wind shear on plume rise. To do this, a special 

set of experiments had to be devised. Three different conditions were 

simulated, all with a turbulent stack gas: 

1. A "bare" tunnel was used to provide a uniform wind speed with 

height, with no turbulence in the approaching wind. 
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2. A rectangular bar grid was inserted in the tunnel to produce 

turbulence levels about the same as those of the simulated 

atmospheric shear flow, but with uniform mean speed with 

height. 

3. The simulated atmospheric shear flow prov·ided a base-line of 

data influenced by wind shear. 

The mean wind profiles are shown in Figure 5-7 for the grid 

turbulence and boundary layer shear flow. For the laminar flow obtained 

with the turbulence grid removed, the mean velocity varied by 1 percent 

or less throughout the plume layer. The empirical curve-fits to the 

velocity profile in the plume layer are also shown on Figure 5-7, and 

will be used later in theoretical predictions for shear effects. 

Figure 5-8 shows the turbulence intensity downwind from the grid 

measured at stack height. These measured values were in good agreement 

with the data of Baines and Peterson (1951). In the absence of mean wind 

shear to provide turbulence production, a decay of intensity with downwind 

distance is inevitable. This downwind decay was in contrast to the 

constant turbulence level with downwind distance obtained in the simulated 

atmospheric shear .flow. 

The vertical variation of turbulence intensity in the shear layer 

and grid turbulence are shown in Figure 5-9. The downwind decay of 

turbulence intensity with the grid was exploited by locating the grid 

far enough upwind of the stack to produce the same~ turbulence intensity 

for the grid turbulence and boundary layer shear flow at the stack 

location. An added bonus was that as the plume rose above stack height 

it would encounter 1 ower 1 evel s of turbulence intensity in the boundary 

- ----~--~.--~---------~~------,-----~----~--------~---. --~-,----------. ----
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layer shear flow due to decreasing intensity with height, and at the 

same time experience this same effect in the grid turbulence due to 

its downwind decay with distance. 

Up to this point in Chapter 5, corrections for wind shear effects 

have been included directly in the buoyant entrainment constant s2. 

A more realistic approach is to follow the kinematics of the plume as 

it experiences increasing wind' speeds during its travel. Ojurfors has 

extended the solution in Djurfors and Netterville (1978) for buoyant 

plume rise in shear flow to include the effects of momentum. Using the 

present notation, his solution is given by 

where 

6h -
LB - r3 + y) (~)y(LM)2 

Ust + ( 3 + y) (~\~Ust) 2 

S2 LB LB Ls 2S2 Ls"J LB 
1* . 2* 

1 
+ y 

B* := 
s 
+r. 

2 

z = 
Rs 

p s* 

and the velocity profile in the plume layer follows the power law for 

height Z above ground, 

(5-16) 

( 5-17) 
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where (Z - h ) is the height above the top of the stack. The velocity s 
Us at stack top is allowed to vary along with y t1o obtain a good fit 

to the observed wind profile. 

The plume rise in Equation (5-16) is given in terms of travel time 

t rather than downwind distance. The downwind distance for any travel 

time is found by integration 

X = { U dt 

Using Equation (5-17) and noting (Z - hs) = ~h, this becomes 
t 

X = U l [~h + ZPJY dt 
s zP _ 

0 

where ~h = Lh (t). 

(5-18) 

Another alternative to integrating Equation (5-18) numerically is to 

assume that the effective wind speed seen by the plume is the value it 

is presently experiencing. Fitting the velocity profile by a ground 

based power law with the stack height as reference, the effective wind 

speed for rise is U at ~h 

Then for example the effective buoyancy length is 

- F 
LB eff - -3-

U~h 

- LB 
- A3 

where L8 is defined in Equation (5-2) with Us. 

(5-19) 

(5-20) 
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In the same way using Equation (5-6) 

LM eff LM A 2 

LB eff = LB 
( 5-21 ) 

Inserting these in Equation (5-l), replacing LM and L8 by their effective 

values formed with velocity at local plume height yields 

2 2 :r l /3 

Jsf ( ~:) Lxs + 2Js~ ( Lxa) + (:~J 
which we will call the 11local wind speed correction to uniform wind 

theory." This requires an interative soluton as follows: 

1.) Compute LM and L8 based on velocity Us at stack height. 

2.) With A= 1.0 compute 6h from Equation (5-22). 

3.) Compute A using this 6h in Equation (5-19). 

4.) Using this A repeat step 2, iterating until 6h converges to 

its final value. 

This procedure usually only requires a few iterations. 

This simple method of correction will overestimate the effect of 

wind shear, because it assumes that the plume has been exposed to the 

local velocity at its particular height throughout its entire history. 

(5-22) 

In fact, the plume sees a gradually increasing velocity as it rises through 

the wind shear to a given location. 

Figure 5-10 shows a comparison of experimental data with predictions 

for a uniform wind, and with wind shear. All of the predictions include 

an initial source size, and both momentum and buoyancy rise. Both wind 

shear predictions provide a good estimate of the plume rise with shear. 

In particular, the simple effective distance correction of Equation (5-22} 
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gives remarkably good results. 

Figure 5-11 presents the same data on a log-log plot to emphasize 

the change in character from a momentum jet to a buoyant plume. Here 

only the simple shear correction is shown, along with a uniform wind 

approximation with all shear effects contained in a larger value of the 

entrainment constant. We see that to account for shear the entrainment 

constant must be increased from s2 = 0.87 to a value of s2 = 1.4. 

One puzzling aspect of the local wind speed correction for wind 

shear is that it underestimates the effect of shear (overestimates 

plume rise). This is evident in Figure 5-10, where the local speed 

correction is about 10 percent higher than the observed rise, and the 

theory of Djurfors and Netterville (1978). Common sense dictates 

that using the local wind speed in the plume rise equation should over-

estimate not underestimate shear effects. 

Vertical and Crosswind Plume Spread 

The plume standard deviations a and a were evaluated by fitting y z 
Gaussian curves to the measured concentration profiles with 400 second 

time averages. Vertical profiles were fitted using a Gaussian with ground 

1 evel reflection. 

Two curve fitting procedures were used. The first was a purely 

numerical procedure using a least squares error criteria to minimize 

error on the percentage deviation from the measured curve. By applying 

least squares fitting to the percentage deviations extra weight was 

implicitly given to low concentrations in the 11 tails 11 of the profiles. 

Occasionally, when there was considerable scatter of the data or large 

ground level concentration reflection, the numerical technique was unable 
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to accurately locate the plume axis, and the overall fit was reduced 

in accuracy. It was always obvious when this failure occurred, because 

the fitted profiles simply did not "look right." When this problem 

arose, .the plume axis position and the standard deviation were adjusted 

slightly using an interactive fitting technique on a CRT computer 

terminal to improve the curve fit. Usually only very small adjustments 

were required to dramatically improve the agreement between measurements 

and the fitted Gaussian profiles. 

For a buoyant plume or a momentum jet, the plume standard deviations 

ay and az will be larger than for a passive source dispersed by a 

turbulent flow. For the self-generated turbulence due to buoyant and 

jet mixing an estimate of the spread can be obtained from the entrainment 

constant s1 or s2 for a plume rise. For plume rise theories, see for 

_example Briggs (1975). Theentrainment constant is related to the plume 

radius R by 

R=R +S6h s (5-23) 

At this point we will assume that the plume behaves as if it issues 

from a point source, and neglect the source radius R . The effective s 
radius 11 R" of the plume is related to the Gaussian standard deviation 

oself from self-generated turbulence by 

Combining Equation (5-23) and (5-24) the contribution from self-

generated spread can be evaluated from the plume rise as 

- s 6h 
0 self- -c_;-

( 5-24) 

( 5-25) 
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If the spreading due to self-generated turbulence is statistically 

independent of spreading az due to turbulence in the wind, we should 

be able to simply add the variances a~+ a~elf to obtain the variance 

of the combined spread. In reality, the fields from buoyancy, jet and 

ambient turbulence will interact in a complicated non-linear way, and 

will certainly not be statistically independent. 

To account for interaction between self-generated and ambient 

turbulence a factor n will be applied to aself in adding the variances 

to obtain for the total spread azB 

with a similar equation for crosswind spread ay. 

The effective radius ~ in standard deviations in (5-25) was 

(5-26) 

evaluated experimentally by using plume rise and spreading in a laminar 
' 

crosswind. The plume rise measurements in Figure 5-10 indicated 

S = s1 = s2 = 0.87. The plume spreading widths az are summarized in 

Table 5-2, where the~ values are computed using plume rise from 

Equation (5-l) with Rs = 0. Based on these measurements we will use 

a value of 

f,; = 1.75 

for future calculations. 

The value of n is much more difficult to evaluate. Equation (5-25) 

with~= 1.5 was used in Equation (5-26) to correct measured values of 

ayB and azB at two different tunnel speeds of Us = 0.45 m/s and Us = 

0.90 m/s. These two speeds should produce the same spread ay and az 

due to ambient turbulence. It was found by trial and error that a 

value of 
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Table 5-2 

* Effective Plume Radius for Self-Generated Spreading 

** 
X 0 z,sel f ~ = B 6h 

Model 
Distance Measured 0 z,self 

(em) (em) Effective Radius 
(std. deviations) 

5 l. 20 1.88 

20 2.6 l. 70 

50 3.95 . 1.88 

100 7.00 1.63 

* turbulent stack gas with laminar crosswind 

Us = 0.45 mls 

L 
LM = 7.84 
B 

L8 = 0.101 em 

** 6h computed from Eq. 5-1 with B = B = 
1 s2 = 0.87 and Rs = 0 

·- --------------- -----------------------------
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n = 0.577 

produced the best agreement between the two sets of data. The final 

form of the self induced spreading correction, using Equation ,(5-l} 

for plume rise is, 

[ 
2 2 ]0. 5 

a8 = a + 0.33 oself 

from Equation (5-25) where 11811 refers to total buoyant spread and 

Plume Spread Measurements 

( 5-27) 

(5-28) 

Using the corrections for self-mixing in Equations (5-27) and (5-28) 

power laws were fitted to the observed ·plume spreading rates. The total 

and corrected spreading rates are shown in Figures 5-12 and 5-13 along 

with the fitted power laws. 

For vertical concentration profiles the correction for self-generated 

turbulence gives a much better fit to the observations, particularly 

close to the source. However, the crosswind spreading rates oy behave 

quite differently. Far downwind the spreading ra.tes behave opposite to 

the expected trend, with the low speed data falling below the high speed 

spread ay. Corrections for self-mixing shown in Figure 5-13 only serve 

to further separate these data. 

One plausible explanation for the behavior of crosswind spreading 

rates oy, is that the high speed case was influenced by the stack wake. 

Figure 5-6 shows that for the higher approach wind speed the plume is 

sucked into the stack wake by downwash. Once it is trapped by the stack 
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wake, the vortex shedding from the stack should increase crosswind 

spread a much more than vertical plume spread a . This hypothesis y z 
(if true) explains the observed behavior of cry and crz for the high 

wind speed case. 

In the model scale, the fitted power laws for plume spreading 

were found to be 

and 

a = 0.284 x0•69 , model em z 

a = 0.187 x0·80 , model em y 

Using a 800:1 scale factor these correspond to full scale spreads 

corrected for self-mixing of, 

(5-29) 

( 5-30) 

az = 0.541 x0·69 , full scale m (5-31) 

a = 0.283 x0·80 , full scale m (5-32) y 

Plume spreading rates are also shown in Figures 5-14 and 5-15. These . 
1 inear plots show that the correction for self-mixing produces the 

correct trend for vertical spreading, but exactly the opposite effect 

required to correlate the results for crosswind spreading. As discussed 

previously this may be due to the influence of the stack wake on cross

wind spreading and for the high wind speed. At the furthest downwind 

position the measured values of vertical spread are somewhat lower than 

predicted by the power-law fit. This may be due to the restraining 

effect of the wind tunnel floor on vertical spread. 
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Comparison with Full Scale Spreading 

The full seale Brookhaven spreading rates of Singer and Smith (1966) 

are compared with the measured power laws for vertical and crosswind 

spread in Figures 5-16 and 5-17. In addition, vertical spreading rates 

suggested by Smith and Pasquill (1975), and crosswind spreading rates 

of Gifford (1968) are also shown. 

Considering the wide variation in averaging t·imes and surface 

roughness Z
0

, the measuranents are in reasonably good agreement with 

their full scale counterparts. One particularly vexing problem is caused 

by the stated averaging times on full scale measurements. For example, 

in Figure 5-16 the spreading rates of Smith-Pasquilll and the Brookhaven 

curves are almost the same, yet one claims a 30 to 90 minute averaging 

time while Pasquill states that a 3 minute averaging time is appropriate. 

With this kind of variation it is difficult to determine the appropriate 

full scale averaging time equivalent to the 400 second averaging time 

used in the wind tunnel. About all that can be said is that the model 

sea 1 e measuranents are consistent with full seale atveragi ng times ranging 

from about 30 to 120 minutes. The reader wi 11 recatll that the buoyancy 

time seale factor developed in Chapter 2 indicates that the 400 second 

wind tunnel measurements correspond to 180 minute full scale averages. 

Because the wind tunnel walls prevent long time plume meandering, 

it is difficult to make a direct sealing of wind tUinnel averaging times 

to a full scale equivalent. In the wind tunnel, plume spreading rates 

will rapidly approach an asymtotic limit as averaging time is increased. 

However, the full scale measurements continue to show increasing plume 

spread with averaging time due to plume meandering caused by large scale 
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turbulent motions. These effects are illustrated in the sketch below. 

.,.... 
3: 
Ill 
Ill 
0 
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u 

b>, 

standard deviation 
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averaging time 

full scale measurements 

- -- ·t -..;...-----I- - --

scaled up wind tunnel measureme~ 
meandering weather systems 

::: 60 :::; 80 

t Equivalent Full Scale Averaging Time (min) 

The present study, as well as previous experiments indicate that wind 

tunnel modelling breaks down for time averages longer than about 30 to 

60 minutes. Note that even at the limit of the wind tunnel simulation, 

the standard deviation of successive samples for a and a will still 
y z 

be rather high. The 400 second time averages used in the present study 

were required to obtain a true mean, by reducing the standard deviation 

of successive samples. However, these 400 second averages probably do 

not correspond to 180 minute full scale averages. 

Vertical Plume Spread for Ground Level Concentrations 

All of the vertical plume spreads a discussed previously were y 

obtained from best-fit curves to the entire vertical concentration 

profile at a given location. Because both wind speed and turbulence 

vary throughought the boundary layer in which dispersion takes place, 

an average plume spread a determined in this way may not be the best z 

for predicting ground level concentrations. To account for this, and 

hopefully to provide a better estimate of ground level concentrations, 
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vertical plume spreads were fitted using refl ectecl Gaussian profi 1 es 

to the measured concentrations below plume centerline. 

Surprisingly, considering the non-homogeneity of the shear flow, 

the values of crz based on the lower half of the pY'ofile were almost the 

same as those using the entire profile. Using the same corrections for 

self-induced spread given in Equations (5-27) and (5-28) the vertical 

spreading rates based on the lower half of the profile were in close 

agreement with the power law 

a = 0.271 X 0·70 , model em z 

or in full scale with an 800:1 factor 

crz = 0.506 x0·70 , full scale m 

These equations predict values very close to Equations (5-29) and 

(5-31) for crz values based on the entire profile. 

( 5-33) 

(5-34) 

For all computations of ground level concentrations presented in 

the following chapter, the values of the 11 lower half 11 spreading rates 

in Equations (5-33) and (5-34) were used. We will see that the differences 

in ground level concentrations predicted by the two different vertical 

spreading rates is at most a few percent, and for this reason the choice 

of the .. lower half .. values for crz is mostly a matter of personal preference. 

Summary 

The measurements reported in this chapter show that the wind 

tunnel is capable of accurately modelling all of the essential plume 

dynamics required for atmospheric dispersion measurements. At the 

inception of this project it was hoped that the wind tunnel would be 
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capable of simulating the buoyant rise of a hot stack gas. As time 

progressed and the modelling simulation was found to be good, the 

expectations and demands placed on the wind tunnel simulation were 

further increased. Eventually, it was found that with considerable care 

applied to simulating the initial stack gas conditions, complete 

confidence could be placed in the accuracy of the wind tunnel simulation. 

The only point which could not be adequately explained was the 

relatively high value for the buoyancy entrainment constant of 62 = 0.87. 

This was about 50 percent larger than the accepted value of 62 = 0.6. 

As with any wind tunnel simulation, there remains the nagging doubt of 

whether this difference is real, or caused by some effect of the large 

Reynolds number mismatch between model and full scale. However, with 

this one exception, the wind tunnel showed a remarkable ability to 

simulate full scale plume dynamics. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DIKE EFFECTS ON GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS 

IN THE MAIN STACK PLUME 

In the previous chapter considerable effort was expended in 

developing reliable models for plume rise, and plume spreading rates. 

The ultimate purpose of such models is to predict ground level concen

trations. However, to properly validate the Gaussian plume model, an 

extensive experimental program was undertaken to measure ground level 

concentrations directly in the wind tunnel. We will show in this 

chapter that a Gaussian plume model provides excellent approximation to 

behavior of ground level concentration profiles. 

The primary objective of the ground level concentration measure

ments was to determine the effect of various tailings pond dike heights 

on ground level concentrations. As we saw earlier, the flow remains 

attached on the downwind side of the tailings pond dike, but the 

turbulence created in the dike wake can increase vertical and cross

wind spreading rates to cause changes in ground level concentrations. 

The measurements presented in this chapter will show that these effects 

are very small for dike heights up to about 50 meters, and increase 

the ground level concentration by about 20 percent for a dike height of 

100 meters. A simple analytical model will be developed to allow terrain 

effects to be estimated by simple modifications to values predicted for 

a Gaussian plume on flat terrain. 

Test Conditions 

The wind tunnel tests were carried out for two different wind speeds. 

These speeds of 0.45 m/s end 0.90 m/s at stack height in the tunnel 
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correspond to a 11most realistic 11 full scale value of 13.4 m/s and 

a 11most critical 11 value of 26.8 m/s. The lower speed represents a 

typical wind encountered on the plant site, while the higher speed 

corresponds to conditions at which considerable plume downwash into 

the stack wake will occur. These two speeds, both with turbulent stack 

gas using a mixing plug in the stack, are the same as those in Chapter 

5 used to determine plume rise characteristics. 

An extensive series of preliminary experiments were carried out 

with a laminar stack gas. For these preliminary experiments the tunnel 

speeds were 0.5 and 1.0 m/s. From scaling factors in Table 2-3 these 

speeds with laminar stack gas correspond to 16.7 and 33.4 m/s in full 

scale. We will see that the change in conditions from laminar to 

turbulent stack gas, and the adjustment in wind speed, does not signif-

icantly alter the character or magnitude of measured ground level con-

centrations. 

11Critical 11 and 11Real istic 11 Dike Configurations 

Ground level concentration measurements were carried out for various 

dike heights, wind speeds, and directions. All combinations of the 

following variables (given in full scale units) we~re used: 

- 3 terrain configurations: flat, and dike heights H = 45.8 and 94 m. 
- 2 wind speeds: Us = 16.7 and 33.4 m/s Test Series I. 

- 4 wind directions: north, south, north-west, and south-west (all 

directions refer to plant co-ordinates). 

With the wind blowing from Plant North the dikes were located upwind 

of the main stack and perpendicular to the flow. 

···-.~---·-··-·----:----
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With wind directions from the north-west and south-west directions 

the dike lay 45° to the wind direction. Ground level concentrations 

measured with these orientations showed a negligible effect of oblique 

winds to the dike. That is, ground level concentrations were the same 

for winds from the south, and the south-west etc. For this reason, 

only the data for winds from due north and south will be reported here. 

The stack was operated under the conditions shown in Table 2-3 as 

Test Series I, with laminar flow at the stack exit. 

Ground level concentration profiles are shown in Figure 6-1 for 

flat terrain with no tailings pond dike and wind from the plant north 

direction. At the highest wind speed considerable stack downwash 

suppresses plume rise, and the maximum ground 1 evel concentration along 

the plume centerline occurs within the tunnel test section length. At 

the lower wind speed increased plume rise causes maximum ground level 

values to occur beyond the end of the wind tunnel test section. The 

portion of the ground level profile remaining within the tunnel shows 

a monotonic rise with downwind distance. 

The lines shown on all ground level concentration profiles fn this 

chapter are predictions using the Gaussian plume model. For flat terrain 

ground level concentrations were generated in the model scale by: 

a.) Computing vertical and crosswind spreads cry and crz from 

Equations (5-30) and (5-33). 

b.) Correcting these power-law plume spreads for self-induced 

spreading using Equations (5-27) and (5-28) with s1 from 

Equation (5-8 ) and s2 = 0.87. 
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c.) At the lower wind speed of Us = 0.5 m/s (16.7 m/s), computing 

combined momentum and buoyant plume rise ~h from Equation 

(5-l) with s1 computed from Equation (5-8) and s2 = 1.22 

to include wind shear effects with laminar stack gas. Set 

final rise at X = 2200 LB. In Test Series II with a turbulent 

stack gas a value of s2 = 1.4 was used, consistent with plume 

rise observations discussed in Chapter 5. 

d.) At the higher wind speed of Us = 1.0 m/s (33.4 m/s) (or 

0.90 m/s (26.8 m/s) in Test Series II) set ~h = 0.0 due to 

plume downwash. 

e.) Inserting the above values in the Gaussian plume Equation 

(C-10) with T = T in the model scale. s a 
The predicted ground level concentrations shown in Figure 6-1 are in good 

agreement with the measured values, with one exception. At the lower 

wind speed the final plume rise which occurs at X., 190 em (1520 m) 

causes an increase in predicted ground level concentration that is not 

observed experimentally. No satisfactory explanation could be found for 

this effect. Plume rise measurements confirm without a doubt that final 

rise does occur, while ground level 'concentrations behave as though the 

plume were still rising. At this lower wind speed the power law approx

imation to crosswind spreading cr overestimates the spread. This effect y 

should cause the predicted ground levels to be llower than the observed 

values, not higher as actually occurs in Figure 6-1. 

The effect of wind speed and direction for the lower dike height of 

45.8 meters is shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3. By comparing the measured 

values in these figures to Figure 6-1, it is apparent that the 45.8 meter 
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dike has only a small effect on ground level concentrations. This is 

not surprising in light of the flow visualization observations which 

determined that the Reynolds numbers are high enough to maintain 

attached flow on the downwind side of the dike. 

The influence of dike height on ground level Goncentrations is 

non linears increasing more rapidly than the dike height itself. This 

is evident in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 which show a considerable effect of 

dike height for the 94 meter dike. The lines shown on Figures 6-2 to 

6-5 for the effect of dikes on ground level concentration were com-

puted from a correction to the Gaussian plume model, developed using 

the measured data in these figures. 

Gauss ian Plume Influenced by Dike Wake Turbulence_ 

The influence of the dike wake on plume spreading may be con-

sidered as an alteration of vertical and crosswind spreading rates 

a and a , and a change in plume rise in the effective source height y z 
h. The volume concentration at ground level for a reflected Gaussian 

plume is found from Equation (C-10} to be 

(6-1) 

Taking a ratio of GLC with, and without adike, results in 

= y . z exp __ h_ d 1 ke . z 1 (
a )(a ) [ 2 (h2. a 2 )] 
aydike azdike 2a~ · h2 -a~:;;:--d_i_k_e- (6-2} 
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In order to produce a simple correction we will make the assumptions 

that: 

a.) The dike does not influence plume rise. From calculations 

of the effect of obstacles on streamline trajectories this 

assumption is justified if h > 2 H approximately. 

b.) The dike turbulence has no effect on crosswind spread ay. 

This is certainly not physically realistic. However, other 

assumptions, such as an equal effect on both a and a were 
y z 

less successful in predicting observed effects. The assumption 

of constant a used here has also been employed successfully y 

by Huber and Snyder {1976) for the effect of building wakes on 

eleva ted plumes. 

Using these simplifying assumptions, the effect of the dike is reduced 

to the form 

where 

= n exp l- h2 
2 a 2 

z 

( 6-3) 

az 
n = (6-4) 

a z dike 

and C , a and h are for flat terrain. The parameter n should not be 
0 z 

interpreted literally as the ratio of plume spreads. Simplifications 

in the model, and even the use of a Gaussian plume in a wake may not be 

physically justified. Thus, n becomes a catch-all for necessary 

correction effects. 

The problem of correcting for the downwind effects of the dike 

is reduced to specifying a functional form for n. We know that 
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because of the decaying nature of turbulence in the wake of an obstacle, 

that n must have a value of unity upwind of the dike, and far downwind 

from the dike .. Because dike wake turbulence wi"ll increase vertical 

plume spreading, the form of Equation (6-4) shOifiS that the dike wake 

n. will be less than unity. 

Values of n were experimentally determined using smoothed curves 

through the measured concentration profiles in Figures 6-1 to 6-5 for 

Test Series I. In addition, similar data for Test Series II from 

Figures 6-7 and 6-8 were also used. Ratios of these smooth measured 

concentrations were used to evaluate the left side of Equation (6-3). 

Values of n were then determined using computed values for flat terrain 

effective source height h, and vertical spread oz on the right side of 

Equation 6-3. These n values derived from experiment are shown in 

Figure 6-6. The values of n show a large scatter, however, it must be 

kept in mind that the predicted concentrations from Equation (6-3) are 

quite insensitive to the value chosen for n. Because of this insensitivity 

the measured n values can be satisfactorily represented by two straight 

line segments joining a constant value of 

n = 1 - 1 1 (.!L)3 

1 ow · hs ( 6-5) 

in the region 

x - xdike 
20 < H < 60 (6-6) 

The general form of the function used in represent n is shown below 

-----·----. -. ----. -----
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The reader should note that the non-linear relationship between n 

and dike height H in Equation(6-5)is based on measurements with only 

two different dike heights. In addition, while the choice of source 

height hs is the logical normalizing factor for dike height H in this 

equation, only a single stack height was actually tested. Equation (6-5) 

contains a good deal of guess-work in setting its functional form. 

The predictions for the effect of dike height on ground level 

concentrations using Equations (6-3) and (6-5) are shown in Figures 6-2 

to Figures 6-5. Considering the simplicity of the correction, it does 

an adequate job in predicting the effect of dike height on ground level 

concentrations from the main stack plume. 

Turbulent Stack Gas Measurements -Test Series II 

In order to more accurat~ly model the plume rise, a second test 

series was undertaken using a mixing plug to produce turbulent flow at 

the stack exit. The scale factors appropriate for this second test 

series are given in Table 2-2, and the operating conditions are described 

in detail in Table 2-4. With a turbulent stack gas, and lower operating 
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tunnel speeds, more realistic operating conditions were obtained. For 

these conditions the stack emitted at 120 percent of rated load. 

It was found that ground level profiles with a turbulent stack gas 

had exactly the same character as those for a laminar stack exit condition. 

For this reason, only two dike configurations were investigated in this 

second test series. 

The first dike configuration was chosen as a 11most real is tic case.,. 

A full scale wind speed of 13.4 m/s was used, with a 45.8 m dike located 

downwind from the stack (wind from plant south). Concentration profiles 

with this dike configuration, and for flat terrain are shown in Figure 6-7. 

Ground level concentrations predicted using the vertical plume spread a
2 

obtained from the entire vertical concentration profile, and from the 

lower half of the profile are also shown for flat terrain. There is no 

significant difference in ground level concentrations predicted from 

vertical plume spreads determined using these two different methods. 

The second test configuration was chosen as a ,.most critical,. case. 

A dike height of 94 m was used, with the dike located upwind of the main 

stack (wind from plant North). A full scale wind speed at stack height 

of 26.8 m/s was used to induce plume downwash and suppress plume rise. 

Ground level concentrations for flat terrain, and with this dike config

uration, are shown in Figure 6-8. Comparison of turbulent and laminar 

stack gas conditions may be seen by comparing this with Figure 6-5. The 

results show very similar trends, but slightly different magnitudes due 

to the changes in stack operating conditions and wind speed. 

Another interesting experiment was carried out by accident. A 

series of measurements for ground level concentration were obtained with 
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the dike in the correct location, but the plant reversed. Ground level 

concentrations taken with the terrain reversed are shown as a smoothed 

data curve on Figure 6-7. Within the limits of experimental scatter, 

these measurements produced identical downwind concentrations to those 

observed with the terrain properly oriented. This invariance shows 

that the dispersion is not particularly sensitive to the location or 

orientation of structures on the plant site. For this reason, the 

results in this study may be applied to any plant site of similar size. 

Maximum Ground Level Concentration 

Although the present study did not attempt to locate critical wind 

speeds at which the global maximum ground level concentration would occur, 

it is interesting to see exactly what concentrations are predicted for 

the wind tunnel test conditions. We will consider here only Test Series II, 

which opet·ated the stack at realistic emission rates. 

At the lower wind speed of U = 0.45 m/s (13A m/s) the limited length s 
of the wind tunnel test section prevented a direct measurement of maximum 

ground 1 evel concentration. The Gaussian plume model was used to extrap

olate beyond the end of the test section to determine maximum concentra

tions. The predictions from the Gaussian plume model are shown in 

Figure 6-9. Plume spreading rates, corrections for· self-generated 

spreading, and plume rise are all computed from correlations based on 

wind tunnel measurements. Figure 6-9 shows clearly that for realistic 

wind speeds, maximum ground level concentrations will be virtually 

unaffected by dike heights up to 45.8 meters. 

Full scale maximum ground level concentrations; are presented in 

Table 6-1 for the two conditions chosen as 11most real is tic 11 and .. most 

-----.--.·-·-. 
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TABLE 6-1 

MEASURED EQUIVALENT FULL SCALE 

* MAXIMUM GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS 

Condition Wind Max. X I~ Ranarks 
Speed G.L.C. max 

us 
Co,MAX 

m 
m/s ppm : 

Flat terrain 13.4 0.18 4800 Extrapolated 
45.8 m from wind tunnel 

downwind dii<e 13.4 0.18 4800 data 

Flat terra i rn 26.8 0.27 2300 Measured in 
94 m wind tunnel 

upwind dike 26.8 0.31 2000 

* Test Series II, operating at 120% of rated load with scaling factors 
from Table 2-2, Csf = 1553 ppm at 505°K stack exit temperature. 
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critical... It must be emphasized that these values may not in fact 

correspond to the critical wind speed at which the global maximum of 

ground level concentration occurs. The values presented are based on 

smoothed experimental data, rather than predictions of the Gaussian plume 

model. However, these predictions will give values very close to those 

tabula ted. 

In summary, the measurements of ground level concentration presented 

in this chapter are in good agreement with a Gaussian plume model. A 

simple correction procedure based on a Gaussian plume gives a good 

estimate of the effect of various dike locations and heights on ground 

level concentrations. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATIONS 

The preceeding portion of this report has dealt only with the time 

averaged concentration measured over sampling times which ranged from 

100 to 400 seconds in the model, equivalent to 45 minutes to 3 hours full

scale. To properly assess the toxic affects of an emission, it is also 

necessary to characterize the short term concentration fluctuations which 

cause high concentration peaks which persist over a period of several 

minutes. 

The measurements of concentration fluctuation described in this 

chapter were carried out to assess the peak ground level concentrations 

which would be exceeded a specified fraction of the time. A secondary 

objective was to establish the validity of a log-normal model for the 

probability density function. This log-normal distribution can then be 

used to predict peak-to mean concentration ratios for other sources, and 

at other positions in a stack plume. All of the measurements reported 

here were carried out at ground level. 

Detecting Fluctuating Concentration 

Typical ground level concentrations downwind from the main stack in 

the wind tunnel model range from 20 to 150 gpm. Accurate measurement of 

the low mean concentration levels requires th~ use of a stable low-noise 

anddrift. heated element deteGtor located outside the tunnel in a constant 

temperature bath. 

During measurements of mean concentration, this heated element 

detector also showed the ability to follow rapid time varying fluctuations. 

In tests with low level sources, the chart recorder output appeared to 
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correctly represent the expected trend in peak-to mean concentration 

ratios. A typical chart recorder output from the mean detector is shown 

in Fig. 7-1 where it can be seen that, as expected, the peak-to mean 

concentration decreases as the distance from the source becomes larger. 
~ 

Note that the time axis on the chart recorder outputs in Fig. 7-1 

run from right to left on the page. 

These measurements of concentration fluctuations suggest that the 

mean detector may also be suitable for measuring peak values. To 

determine the feasibility of this, the time response of the detector 

was measured using a suddenly applied and removed helium tracer gas signal. 

The results are shown in the sketch below. 

~ 15% overshoot 
? .... 

I 
I 

I 
~ 

..... 

. / ",""-- detector 
hel i urn Jl I response 

input signal ~ 

td. 
rise time 

\r0.9 sec decay time constant 

\ 
',£ ___ ~of input level 

H 
2 sec. 
fall time 

From these measurements it is apparent that the rise and fall times of 

the detector system are not symmetric, with the detecto1~ requiring about 

twice as long to respond to an increasing helium signal, than to a decreas-

ing one. The detector rise time behaves like an underdamped harmonic 

oscillator, with some overshoot. The decay time for a decreasing helium 

signal shows no evidence of this overshoot, indicating that it is more 
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than just the time constant of the system which changes for increasing 

and decreasing helium signals. This lack of symmetry in time response 

makes it unlikely that the mean detector would be suitable for quantita

tive measurements of frequency spectra of concentration fluctuations. 

On the credit side, the response characteristics show that any fluctua

tion peak which has a duration longer than 4 seconds in the wind tunnel 

will be accurately reproduced in amplitude by the mean detector. For 

the Syncrude buoyant plume study, the wind tunnel model time scale 

factor is 26.9:1. Applying this factor to the four second time response 

shows that the mean detector will accurately reproduce peak fluctuation 

levels which have a full scale duration longer than about 100 seconds. 

Concentration peaks of shorter duration will be reproduced, but with a 

reduced amplitude due to detector lag. 

At first, it was thought that the slow rise time of the detector 

was due to the diffusion smearing of concentration fluctuations as they 

passed down the 7 meter long sample lines to the detector. However, 

when these 1 ines were shortened to 0. 5 meters, there was no measurable 

effect on the response characteristics. This anomalous result, was 

eventually explained using the theory of Taylor (1953) \'lho found that 

the effective diffusion coefficient for longitudinal smearing in laminar 

tube flow is inversely proportional to the molecular coefficient of 

diffusion. This effect is caused because increased molecular diffusion 

prevents the velocity profile across the tube from causing convective 

smearing in the longitudinal direction. The high molecular diffusion 

coefficient of the helium tracer gas actually reduces concentration 

smearing effects in the sampling tubes, contary to our intuition. Thus, 
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the time response shown in the previous sketch is due entirely to the 

detector filaments themselves, and cannot be improved by shortening the 

sample lines. 

Because the meandetectoraccurately follows concentration fluctua

tions with time periods larger than a few minutes, this detector was 

considered to be suitable for concentration fluctuation measurements. 

Experimental Techniques 

In order to measure peak-to-mean concentration ratios it is 

necessary to determine the cumulative probability distribution function 

for concentration. The derivative of this cumulative distribution 

function is the probability density function, which is particularly 

useful in varifying analytical models for probability. To measure 

these distribution functions a Hewlett-Packard 3721A digital correlator 

was used. This correlator consists of an analog-to-digital convertor 

with variable sampling rate, and a digital discriminator system to 

sort measured concentrations into 100 discreet bins for probability 

analysis. The cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the probability 

density function (pdf) are displayed directly on a CRT display, and 

presented in hard copy on an x-y recorder. 

The signal from the detector bridge was passed through a two stage 

amplification to provide an overall gain of 10,000. To provide the 

necessary low frequency resRonse these amplifiers, and all subsequent 

signal processing were DC coupled. After amplification the instantaneous 

concentration signal was averaged using a voltage-to-frequency convertor 

over a 400 second sample time to determine the mean concentration C. 

This same procedure was used for all mean concentration measurements 
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reported in previous chapters. 

The instantaneous concentration signal was also processed by a 

DC coupled true RMS circuit, and averaged using a voltage-to-frequency 

convertor and 400 second sample time. By squaring this true RMS 

reading, and correcting for background noise and mean detector zero drift, 

the variance of concentration fluctuation c ' 2 was determined. 

For both mean concentration and fluctuating variance, the helium 

supply to the source was turned off before and after the readings were 

taken to provide a base line to determine zero drift and background noise. 

The tests were conducted at two tunnel speeds of Us = 0.45 m/s and 0.90 m/s. 

For both speeds the zero drift over a 400 second sample fell in the range 

from 5 to 10 ppm. For the concentration fluctuation measurements, the 

RMS noise to signal ratio was about 0.5 at the lower tunnel speed, and 

0.2 at the high speed. 

For probability density measurements the noise signal cannot be 

easily extracted from the probability measurements. Most of the noise 

in the concentration signal occurred at higher frequencies than the 

concentration fluctuations themselves, and a low-pass filter set at 

5Hz was used to remove most of the noise before passing the amplified 

signal to the digital correlator for measurements of probability 

density and cumulative distribution functions. For all measurements 

samples were digitized at intervals of 3.33 miliseconds, and were taken 

over a 435 second sample time for cumulative distr·ibution functions. 

Because the probability density functions are the derivative of the 

cumulative distribution, a longer sample time was required, ranging from 

745 to 1068 seconds. These sample times correspond to full scale values 

-- -- --------------------------~----~---------------------------------------------:-----
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of about 3 hours for cumulative distributions up to 8 hours for stable 

measurements of probability density functions. 

The Log-Normal Probability Distribution 

To understand the results of our measurements, and to extra pol ate 

them to other downwind positions, an analytical function for the probability 

distribution is essential. Csanady (1973) presents a convincing argue

ment for the use of a log-normal distribution for concentration 

fluctuations. The physical justification for a log-normal distribution 

is that concentration eddies are diluted by a random multiplicative factor 

rather than an additive factor. This means that the concentration 

observed at any instant is the product of many random factors. Thus, 

the logarithm of this product will produce a sum of random factors, 

resulting in a Gaussian distribution for the logarithm of concentration. 

A realistic description of concentration fluctuations requires the 

intermittancy of concentration to be considered. The intermittancy is 

defined as the fraction of time that concentrations above zero will be 

measured. For the remaining fraction of the time the concentration 

remains atzero. Unfortunately, the slow time response of the detector 

used requires the concentration to fall to zero for several seconds before 

the detector would indicate an intermittant reading. This seldom occurs, 

and for all practical purposes the detector time response removes any zero 

concentration that may actually exist. Intermittant concentrations are 

certainly present in the wind tunnel, but cannot be dealt with in the 

present study due to detector limitations. For this reason, we will 

consider here only a non-intermittant log-normal concentration distribu

tion. 
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The cumulative probability n (c) of the instantaneous concentra

tion being less than cis from Csanady (1973), 

- 1 n (c) - 2 

The derivative of this is 

1 P (c)=---
~ 2n' at c 

the probability density 

-[ ~n(f-l ]
2l 

exp ~0 J 
2 at 

which has the required property that 

r:P (c) de= 1.0 

( 7-1 ) 

( 7 -2) 

( 7-3) 

The log standard deviation at and the median concentl'·ation c50 are related 

to the mean C and variance c•2 through the fluctuation intensity i c 

( 7-4) 

( 7 -5) 

r-a2/J c50 = c.exp L (7 -6) 

Peak to mean ratios for the log-normal distribution are given by 

(7 -7) 
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where 

(7 -8) 

The concentration cf is exceeded a fraction 11 f 11 of the time. 

Ground Level Fluctuation Measurements 

A typical probability density function (pdf) and the chart recorder 

signal output taken over the same time period is shown in Fig. 7-2. 

These measurements were carried out at a distance of 290 em, a full 

scale equivalent of 2320 meters downwind from the main stack. At low 

concentrations this measured pdf does not follow a log-normal distribution. 

No explanation could be found for the appearance of the second maximum 

in the measured pdf. This maximum did not appear on other measured 

probability density functions. Note that the averaging time for the 

measured probability density in Fig. 7-2 was 1068 seconds, equivalent 

to a full scale time of about eight hours. 

A comparison of measured probability distributions with and without 

the dike are shown in Figs. 7-3 and 7-4. The zero drift over 435 

second sampling times used for the cumulative distribution function was 

about 4% of the mean concentration for the data shown in these two figures. 

Zero drift was always positive throughout a sample interval. 

Peak-To-Mean Ratios 

Median and peak concentrations, exceeded 5% and 10% of the time were 

extracted graphically from the measured cumulative distribution functions. 

Table 7-1 summarizes all of the results, and shows that although the 
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TABLE 7-1 
CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATION AND PEAK TO MEANS AT GROUND LEVEL 

MODEL CONCENTRATION, ppm RATIO OF 
5% PEAK LOG NORMAL 10% PEAK TO MEASURED MODEL TO MEAN TO MEAN 

WIND** RUN DOWNWIND RMS 
FLUCTUATION RATIO* RATIO* PEAK-TO-MEAN 

DIKE * INTENSITY ** SPEED NUMBER DISTANCE MEAN JC2' MEDIAN c5 clO CONFIGURATION us SYN- X, em c c5o 
i 10% 5% c r c- PEAKS PEAKS 

NO 0.45 m/s 177A 290 25 25 20 1.06 3. 55 2.63 0.79 0.81 
{13.4) 177B 290 20 14 17 0.80 2.70 2.04 0.94 0.92 DIKE 177C 200 17 15 9 1.34 2.68 2.04 1.07 l. 19 

H = 5. 72 em 
{45.7 m) 0.45 m/s 179A 290 33 21 43 0.60 2.10 1.80 0.97 1.02 
DOWNWIND {13.4) 179B 290 41 33 39 0. 76 2.52 1.89 1.00 0.96 ' 

@X= 152.4 em 179C 200 17 12 13 0.90 2.93 2.37 0.84 0.90 

NO 0.90 m/s 178A 290 60 58 - 0.55 - - -
DIKE {26.8) 178B 290 65 59 83 0.64 2.18 1.87 0.95 1.01 

l78C 200 62 62 54 o. 77 2.93 2.36 0.80 0.83 
178D 150 50 45 14 1.40 3.60 2.49 0.89 0.90 

H = 11.75 em 0.90 m/s 180A 290 78 55 140 0.50 2.01 1.67 0.98 0.97 
{94 m) { 26.8) 180C 220 78 62 108 0.61 2.16 l. 79 0.98 1.00 
UPWIND 180D 150 72 63 56 0.84 2.79 2.19 0.89 0.91 

@X= -152.4 em 180E 150 76 69 - 0.85 - - -

* From measured cumulative distribution function 

** Full scale values shown in brackets 
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probability density function is not log-normal at low concentrations, 

that peak-to-mean concentrations are very well predicted using a log

normal distribution. The theoretical log-normal peak-to-mean values are 

typically 10% less than those measured. This trend is expected because 

some Gaussian noise undoubtedly was present in the measured distribution 

functions, while the noise signal was removed in computing the theoretical 

log-normal peak-to-means. On the whole, these are very encouraging 

results, and indicate that a log-normal distribution is adequate for 

predicting peak-to-mean values at ground 1 evel. 

Dike Effects on Fluctuation Intensity 

In order to apply the log-normal cumulative distribution function 

to predict peak concentrations it is necessary to specify the mean 

concentration C and the fluctuation intenstiy i defined in equation 7-4. c· 

Measured values of the fluctuation intensity are shown in Fig. 7-5. 

From these measurements we can conclude: 

1. The fluctuation intensity decreases with downwind distance. 

This behavior is expected, because as downwind distance 

increases the ground level receptor lies a smaller number 

of standard deviations off the plume center line. Because 

fluctuation intensity increases with distance off the plume 

center line, it should decrease at ground level with increasing 

downwind distance. 

2. Higher fluctuation intensities were observed at the lower 

wind speed. At this lower speed, plume rise causes the 

same downwind receptor point to lie further off the plume 

center line, thus increasing fluctuation intensity. Fig. 7-6 

shows that when the downwind distance is normalized with 
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effective source height, fluctuation intensities at the two 

wind speeds fall on the same line. In the absence of turbulence 

from the tailings pond dike this decay of fluctuation intensity 

with downwind distance is given by the empirical relation 

h .+ 6h 
ic = 7.2 ( s X ) ( 7 -9) 

The values from this equation are consistent with the recom-

mendations of Csanady (1973) who recommends i = 0.35 for 
c 

11 Smooth 11 terrain and i = 0.80 for 11 rough 11 terrain with c 

neutral atmospheric stability. 

3. The influence of turbulence from the two different tailings 

pond dike configurations is to reduce the fluctuation 

intensity as shown on Fig. 7-5. The turbulence in the dike 

wake causes the mean concentration to increase more than the 

fluctuating concentration variance, and therefore decrease 

the fluctuation intensity. As a rough estimate for design 

purposes, it is suggested that the fluctuation intensities 

predicted by equation 7-9 be reduced by about 20 percent to 

account for the influence of the tailings pond dike wake. It 

should be kept in mind that while the peak-to-mean concentration 

ratio will decrease due to the influence of the tailings pond 

dike, the magnitude of the peak concentration will in fact 

increase because of the increased mean concentration level. 
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It should be kept in mind that the present study was unable to 

investigate the effect of concentration intermittancy due to the limit

ations of detector time response. In the full-seale 1 arge periods of 

zero concentration are expected because of crosswind meandering of the 

plume. In predicting peak-to-mean concentrations, wind statistics 

would be used to estimate the periods when a given receptor will have 

zero concentration. In addition to plume meandering, intermittant concen

trations are found in all diffusion plumes. However, it is expected that 

the zero concentration readings will mostly result from plume meandering, 

and not from these short time zero periods due to inherent intermittancy. 
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APPENDIX A 

WIND TUNNEL FACILITY 

The large wind tunnel at the University of Alberta occupies two 

floors of the Mechanical Engineering Building and is designed to be suitable 

for both aerodynamic measurements and for the simulation of atmospheric 

boundary layers. The cut-away view shows the closed circuit configuration 

and the upper and lower wind tunnel test sections. 

The wind tunnel fan is of a fixed pitch design driven by a variable 

speed 200 hp DC electric motor. The combination of a variable speed motor 

drive and a closed return design,which allows the airstream to be shielded 

from outside influences,makes this tunnel particularly suitable for stable 

low speed operation. The lower test section is 1;2 m high, 2.4 m wide and 

11 m long, providing a sufficient size to accurately simulate atmospheric 

shear flows over model terrain. A maximum speed of 35 m/s may be attained 

in this section. At this maximum speed the motor drive system generates 

a heat input of approximately ·150 kw which is dissipated by bleeding a few 

percent of the air flow out of the tunnel before the screens, and introducing 

an equivalent amount by aspirating fresh outside air through a duct immediately 

in front of the fan. With this means of temperature control the tunnel will 

operate at maximum speed at a temperature approximately 20°C above ambient. 

When operating at very low tunnel speeds heat generation from the motor drive 

system is no longer significant, and the intake and exhaust bleed ducts are 

sealed to allriw more stable operation. It is the low speed operating charac

teristics of this wind tunnel which make it particularly suitable for use in 

air pollution ·studies. In order to correctly model buoyant stack gases in a 

wind tunnel it is necessary to operate the tunnel at speeds which are typically 

10 to 20 times less than the full-scale wind speed. With the air bleed ducts 

sealed the tunnel will operate at speeds in the range from 0.15 m/s to 2.0 m/s 
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The atmospheric wind is stimulated by using a row of triangular 

spikes and a low barrier on the floor of the tunnel to generate turbulence, 

as shown in the cut~away drawing. This row of triangular turbulence genera

tors and barrier is followed by distributed roughness of the proper shape and 

height to match the wind velocity profile and turbulence to the required 

terrain type. When properly adjusted these turbulence generators produce 

a fully developed simulated atmospheric shear layer up to 1 m thick in about 

one-half of the test section's 11 m length. Experiments using scale models 

of terrain, structures and pollution emission sources are carried out in the 

downstream half of the 11 m test section. Because of the absence of ~ny sur

face heating or cooling in the wind tunnel, only neutrally stable adiabatic 

boundary layers may be simulated. Atmospheric conditions with varying sta

bility with height are beyond the capability of this facility. The one ex

ception to this is the presence of a strong elevated inversion which forms 

an impenetrable barrier to upward diffusion of air pollution. This situation 

may be simulated using a solid barrier fixed at some suitable height in the 

wind tunnel test section to reflect any pollution which strikes it downward. 

In contrast to atmospheric simulation where turbulence is purposely intro

duced into the wind tunnel air stream, it is often useful to carry out tests 

in a uniform wind with low turbulence levels. By the use of a glass fibre 

filt~r, flow straighteners, and three turbulence control screens, the free 

stream turbulence level in the lower test section may be reduced to values 

of about 0.1%, and a spatial uniformity of mean flow velocity across the 

test section area of+ 1%. 
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Generating Simulated Atmospheric Boundary Layers 

As discussed in the previous section the large wind tunnel 

facility makes use of artificial stimulation methods for generating thick 

simulated atmospheric boundary layers within the short 11 meter test 

section length. Because of the importance of accurate atmospheric simu

lation to the validity of wind tunnel testing, a detailed assessment 

of the accuracy and limitations of these flow generation methods will 

be considered here. 

The large number of laboratories now engaged in atmospheric 

wind tunnel modelling have generated as many (or more) different methods 

for atmospheric boundary layer generation as there are wind tunnels en

gaged in this work. The artificial stimulation systems are of two types. 

The first are active systems which depend on injection of air jets across 

the flow or close to the wall to generate an initial distribution of 

turbulence. These active jets are always followed by distributed surface 

roughness to maintain the turbulence. In contrast to this the second 

type is passive in nature, and consists of a series of flow obstructions 

which generate turbulence in their wakes . 

The advantage claimed for active systems is that they are 

easier to adjust to provide a specific turbulence distribution. At the 

same time, proponents of passive systems point out that once the geo

metrically configuration has been developed to generate a particular 

level of turbulence, it can then be easily reproduced at a later time, 

and is less likely to slip out of adjustment. 

A passive generation system was chosen for the University of 

Alberta large \vind tunnel facility because of its mechanical simplicity, 
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and its stability of operation. Like Most other successful passive 

systems it is based on the pioneering work of Counihan (1969), whose 

method is generally referred to as the 11Spike and barrier system ... All 

such and spike barrier systems make use of the following three elements 

to generate turbulence: 

l~indtunnel roof 

Barrier wall 
(Alternate positions) 

elements 

Simulated wind 
profile 

roughness 

1. A row of tapered turbulence generator spikes extending to 

the upper edge of the· stimulated boundary layer provides a 

source of vortex motions whose axis of rotation is perpen-

dicular to the tunnel floor. In addition, their height 

allows them to generate turbulence in the outer regions of 

the boundary layer, and thus avoid the long delay during 

which natural production of turbulent energy near the wall 

is diffused outward. The turbulence generator spikes used 

in the present system are in the shape of truncated triangles 

with streamlined forebodies, as illustrated in Figure Al. 
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By varying the spacing of these generators and the angle 

of attack of the streamlined forebodies some control can 

be exerted on the crosswind uniformity of the generated 

flow field. 

A low barrier wall mounted on the floor of the wind tunnel 

section is used to generate crosswind vortex motions. The 

drag of this barrier produces the high turbulence levels and 

mean flow momentum loss near the surface necessary to quickly 

develop a thick turbulent boundary layer. This barrier wall 

may be located either upstream or downstream from the row 

of spikes. The barrier height is adjusted to provide the 

correct turbulent shear stress and velocity profile in the 

lower region of the simulated atmospheric boundary layer. 

In the system used at the University of ,t:\lberta the upper 

half (approximately) of this barrier wall is fabricated 

from perforated metal sheet, while the lower portion of 

the wall is solid. This perforated upper wall generates 

small scale turbulence to allow a more gradual transition 

between the barrier and the ,outer flow. In addition, the 

small scale turbulence generated in this way hastens the 

reattachment of the separation cavity downwind of the barrier, 

and promotes a more rapid approach to equilibrium of the 

·simulated shear flow. 

3. Surface roughness elements are distributed on the wind tunnel 

floor downwind from the spikes and barrier. This roughness 

provides a source of turbulence generation to maintain the 

downwind equilibrium of the flow. The University of Alberta 
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system uses a pseudorandom roughness distribution. This 

distribution assigns the same numberof roughness elements 

to each square in a grid pattern. The side of ~ach grid 

square is one-half the overall test section width, and the 

roughness elements are distributed at random within each of 

these grid squares. In order to minimize Reynolds number 

sensitivity the roughness elements used are flat sharp edged 

plates of varying height. This concern for Reynolds number 

sensitivity is required because wind loading and dispersion 

tests are usually carried out at Reynolds numbers from 

1000 to 20,000 times smaller than their full scale values. 

As an additional means of eliminating the Reynolds number 

sensitivity the upper half of the turbulence generating 

spikes have a sharp edged ridge at the trailing edge to 

assure an abrupt flow separation. 

All of the above devices generate turbulence from wakes be

hind obstacles. Some settling length must be provided to allow this 

wake turbulence to decay and mix with wall generated turbulence to 

provide a structure typical of a surface shear flow. Some investiga

tors have objected to the use of turbulence generator spikes because 

of the wake-like nature of the turbulent structure ~enerated in this 

way. Unfortunately, turbulent boundary layers generated with only a 

barrier and surface roughness require several times more downwind 

distance to develop the same thickness as one using spikes. 

Regardless of the particular combination chosen, it is generally 

agreed that the selection of a particular barrier-spike-roughness com-
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bination is more of an art than a science. In carrying out the trial 

and error process of adjustment for a passive system it is essential to 

recognize that the turbulence levels in the outer portion of the boundary 

layer as well as the crosswind uniformity are influenced mostly by the 

spacing and orientation of the generator spikes. The barrier wall 

generates a free shear layer and recirculation region which has its 

major influence in the lower half of the boundary layer, while the surface 

roughness influences the shape of the boundary layer profile near the 

wall, and maintains longitudinal uniformity of the mean velocity and 

turbulence levels. 

The method used in adjusting the present system is to install 

generators with a height HG approximately the thickness of the desired 

boundary layer. A barrier with a height of approximately h8 :::: 0.15 HG 

is installed downwind from the generators as shown in the schematic 

diagram. A first approximation to the required surface roughness den

sity is placed on the tunnel floor downwind of the barrier. The generator 

spacing and angles of attack are then adjusted to obtain crosswind uni

formity at a downwind position of about XG :::: 7 HG and Z :::: 0.5 HG. The 

barrier height is then adjusted to obtain the desired vertical velocity 

profile shape in the central portion of the boundary layer at this same 

location. Finally, the surface roughness density is altered to obtain 

longitudinal flow uniformity. This process of adjusting the generators, 

the barrier and the surface roughness is then repeated until the desired 

mean flo\'J profile, turbulence intensity and flow uniformity is achieved. 

A few remarks are in order regarding the position of the barrier 

wall. The diagram shows that the barrier wall may be located either up

wind or downwind of the turbulence generators. Both configurations have 
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been tested, and the University of Alberta system has adopted the down

wind location for several reasons. For an upwind barrier, the recircula

tion zone from the barrier wall covers the lower portion of the generator 

spikes rendering them ineffective. A downwind barrier does not have this 

disadvantage. In addition, turbulence from the row of upwind generators 

assists in causing rapid reattachment of the flow recirculation zone, and 

a more rapid development of the desired boundary layer profile. 

Distance Required for Flow Development 

Robins (1977a) carried out a comprehensive investigation into 

the downwind development of artificially stimulated boundary layers. His 

investigations were all for a spike-barrier-roughness system in which 

the barrier \vas located upwind of the spikes. Studies in the University 

of Alberta Low Speed Wind Tunnel have confirmed Robins' observations, 

and if anything show a somewhat quicker approach to flow equilibrium 

for barrier walls located downwind of the generator spikes. 

Because it is the outer part of the boundary layer that is 

slowest to develop, the relevant distance for development XG is measured 

from the trailing edge of the turbulence generator spikes, where this 

outer layer begins its growth. 

In following the downstream development of these artificially 

generated shear flow~ Robins obtained the following results: 

1. The production and dissipation of turbulent energy do not 

approach equilibrium values typical of natural boundary layers 

for a distance of about XG ~ 11 HG. In all cases the dissipation 

exceeds production during the development phase of these arti

fically stimulated flows, and the turbulence intensity decays 
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from high values close to the generators to its final equili

brium intensity. 

2. The flow becomes useful for testing purposes long before this 

final equilibrium is reached. Crosswind uniformity of the 

flow, and longitudinal uniformity of both mean velocity, tur

bulence intensity and turbulent shear stress occur at about 

XG ~ 5 HG to 6 HG. 

3. For wind loading studies the downwind region of interest is 

small, and minor variations in longitudinal flow uniformity 

are not the major factor. Fully developed turbulence appro

priate for loading studies is fully developed for XG ~ 6 HG. 

4. Plume dispersion from elevated sources whose height is 10% 

or more of the generator height HG will have their spreading 

rates independent (! 5%) of source location for XG > 6HG. 

Ground level sources are much less sensitive to flow develop

ment because the boundary layer near ground level is dominated 

by surface roughness. Ground level sources, and elevated 

sources whose height is Z < 0.1 HG will be insensitive to 

source position for X >4HG approximately. Sources which are 

located too close to the spikes and barder will spread more 

rapidly than in the fully developed flow because the high 

turbulence intensity in the wakes behind the generators and 

barrier wa 11 have not had the opportunity to decay to the 

lower equilibrium values in the fully developed flow. 

Both Robins (1977a} and the University of Alberta Large ~~ind 

Tunnel test sections employ a constant cross-section area, with a flat 

wind tunnel roof. This causes the flow to develop a stream-wise pressure 
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gradient much like pipe flow. However, Robins demonstrated that this 

gradient causes only a negligibly small effect on the turbulent shear 

stress in the simulated atmospheric boundary layer. 

In addition, Robins (1977a) studied several different boundary 

layer thicknesses and determined that the wind tunnel roof has only a 

small effect on the structure of turbulence in the simulated shear flow, 

even when the generator height HG was 83% of the total wind tunnel test 

section height. The only effect of the close proximity of the roof to 

the top of the generators was to provent the development of a completely 

non-turbulent free stream above the boundary layer. This effect slightly 

increased the fraction of time the flow was turbulent in the outer part 

of the boundary layer. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that for tests carried out 

at a distance of more than six times the generator height downwind, the 

artificially stimulated shear flow will provide an accurate model of 

the atmospheric boundary layer. In practice, the basic limitation to 

wind tunnel simulation of atmospheric boundary layers does not lie in 

the means used to generate these shear flows, but rather in the inability 

of wind tunnel systems to model the Corrolis force effects which cause 

turning of the wind direction with height. For example, the wind direc

tion close to the surface in a full scale neutrally stable atmospheric 

boundary layer may have its direction 10° to 50° different than that 

at the outer edge of the layer. This turning of the wind with height 

causes a crosswind shear which can significantly affect both the mean 

trajectory and the crosswind dispersion of a plume, as well as influence 

the angle of attack of flow over high structures. 
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APPENDIX B 

SCALE MODELING TECHNIQUES 

In order for the scale model tests to exhibit the same behaviour as 

the full-scale system, it is necessary that certain non-dimensional parameters 

be matched between model and full-seal e. Unfortunately, because of the small 

size of the scale models used, even in a large wind tunnel facility such as 

the one employed in the present study it is never possible to match all of 

the relevant dimensionless parameters .. In practice, only a few of these 

parameters are matched between model and full-scale, and we rely on the in

sensitivity of the physical processes to wide mismatches in most of the 

others. 

In modeling the atmospheric wind, one parameter which can never be 

correctly matched is the Reynolds number, which represents the ratio of 

inertial to viscous effects. In the large wind tunnel facility used in the 

present study, structures and terrain are typically modeled in scales ranging 

from 400:1 to 1000:1. This large size reduction places the impossible con

dition that the wind tunnel be operated at supersonic speeds in order to 

obtain a match between full-scale and model Reynolds numbers. A further 

difficulty occurs when buoyant plumes must be modeled in the wind tunnel. 

In this situation, a correct scaling of the buoyant rise of a stack gas plume 

requires a wind tunnel speed 10 to 20 times less than the full-scale atmos

pheric wind. Combined with the model scales used in. the present study, this 

decrease in model speed forces the Reynolds number in the wind tunnel model 

to be 5000 to 20,000 times smaller than its full-scale counterpart. Snyder 

(1972}, in a review of similarity criteria for scale modeling, pointed out 

that most of the differences in turbulence structure and transport coefficients 

between model and full-scale can be traced to their difference in Reynolds 

numbers. A detailed consideration must be given to the sensitivity of 
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the various processes governing flow and diffusion to determine their 

sensitivity to Reynolds number variations. 

Streamline Patterns and Flow Separation 

In order for the streamline patterns to be the same in model and 

full-scale, the mean flow velocity profile and turbulence~ structure must be 

scaled. In addition, the ratio of momentum flux from the stack and the 

atmospheric wind must be matched to assure similar trajectories of stack 

gas effluents. 

In the facility used in the present study the a1tmospheric wind 

structure including mean flow velocity profiles, turbulence intensity, and 

spectra are matched to the correct atmospheric condition for vertical, along-

wind and crosswind fluctuations. Integral scale and micr·oscale of turbulence 

are also matched to assure the correct ~istribution of eddy sizes. To match 

the trajectory of stack gas effluents caused by momentum effects consider 

the momentum rise 6hM which in non-dimensional terms is cl function of the 

momentum flux 

(Bl) 

Assuming that the stack diameter d and the terrain distances x are modeled 

in the same length scale, the second parameter x/d will be the same from 

model and full-scale. The only requirement for obtaining the correct stack 

gas momentum induced plume trajectory is to maintain a constant value be

tween model and full-scale of the momentum parameter 

(82) 
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The kinetic energy correction factor a is the ratio of the 

integrated mean kinetic energy in the velocity profile exiting from the 

stack, and the kinetic energy of the mean velocity Ws. It is defined by 

a = !_ J ( !i ) 3 dA 
A Ws 

A 

where A is the cross sectional area of the stack, W is the local velocity in 

the stack and Ws is the mean velocity. For laminar flow in a circular tube, 

a = 2. 0. For turbulent velocity profiles a ranges from about 1. 02 to 1.1 0. 

Because most model stacks have laminar flow while their full seale counter-

parts always have turbulent flow this kinetic energy factor is important 

in matching model to full scale conditions. Wilson (1977} in a wind,tunnel 

study of roof mounted stacks with varying effluent density ps, verified 

that this momentum ratio ¢M, rather than the velocity ratio Ws/Us governs 

plume trajectory. 

Correct scale modeling also requires that the flow patterns 

around terrain obstacles such as buildings and hills be correctly simulated. 

For sharp edged bodies such as buildings, Ogawa (1977) found that the 

flow patterns would be correctly simulated if a Reynolds number based on 

turbulent quantities is maintained constant. Assuming that the lower 

regions of the atmosphere where terrain obstacles occur may be correctly 

represented by a logarithmic velocity profile, this turbulent Reynolds 

number for similarity is proportional to Returb ~log (H/Z
0

), where H 

is the height of-the sharp edged terrain obstacle, and Z is the loga-
o 

rithmic equivalent surface roughness parameter. The significance of this 

similarity requirenent is that even though the mean flow Reynolds number 'is 

much different between model and full-scale, if the mean flow velocity pro-
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file and turbulence in the approach wind which detel"mine z
0 

are correctly 

modeled, the flow patterns around sharp edged obstacles will also be correctly 

simulated. In addition, Ogawa showed that the logal"ithmic form of this 

similarity parameter makes the flow patterns around obstacles quite insen

sitive to considerable variations in approach flow characteristics. 

On the other hand, gently curved surfaces where there are no sharp 

edges to fix the point of flow separation are much more sensitive to Reynolds 

number variations. While the freestream turbulence in the atmospheric wind 

helps to generate a stable separation point typical of high Reynolds numbers, 

even when the model is tested at low wind tunnel Reynolds number, considerable 

difficulties still occur. For example, buildings with gently rounded corners 

and circular cylinders, such as stacks, require a Reynolds number greater than 

about Red = Ud/v > 3 x 105 for stable positions for flow separation, and 

constant va 1 ues of the surface pressure coefficients. In general , the more 

gentle the surface curvature of the body shape, the higher the Reynolds num

ber that will be required to develop a stable flow separation point. For a 

gently curved hill, the wind may not find a stable separation location until 

the Reynolds number based on hill height has exceeded a critical value some

where in the range from 106 to 107. Because of these relatively high values 

of critical Reynolds number for the flow to develop a similar structure, it 

is often found that the full-scale situation lies above the critical 

Reynolds number, and the model test operates at Reynolds numbers below this 

critical value. In order to induce stable flow separation points on curved 

surfaces some special adjustments of the wind tunnel! model are usually neces-

sary. For gently curved surfaces flow separation often occurs in the wind 

tunnel where none exists in full scale. Flow deflectors or suction through 

slots in the model may be used to keep the wind tunnel flow attached to the 
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surface. Other studies of cooling tower models have used exaggerated 

surface roughness in the form of course grit glued to the model surface 

to induce stable separation at the low wind tunnel Reynolds numbers. 

In modeling flow around curved surfaces in atmospheric diffusion, 

one system of particular interest is the determination of stack gas down

wash in the low pressure zone on the downwind side of a cylindrical stack. 

Because of the small stack diameter in the model scale, the Reynolds 

number for the flow around the stack is almost always less than the critical 

value for stable turbulent separation. The data compiled by Roshko {1961) 

for pressure coefficients on the downwind side of a circular cylinder 

indicate that the effect of this lower Reynolds number may be to cause 

higher suction pressures on the downwind side of the model stack, thus 

exaggerating the effects of stack wake downwash in the model, relative to 

the full-scale. For Reynolds number Usd/v below 3 x 104 and above 3 x 106 

the pressure coefficient remains approximately constant at a value of 

Cp = -0.9. Between these limits the pressure coefficient rises and falls 

to extremes of -1.2 to -0.2, with the largest changes near the separation 

transition point of Usd/v = 2 x 105. Fortunately, many model studies 

have wind tunnel Reynolds number below 3 x 104 and full scale values above 
6 3 x 10 , which avoids the critical. range where pressure coefficient 

varies. In this way model and full seale stacks have the same pressure 

coefficient. 

Modeling Atmospheric Diffusion 

Diffusion from emission sources is modeled in the wind tunnel by 

emitting a tracer gas which can be readily detected at various downwind 

locations. Because turbulent diffusion dominates plume spreading in both 
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the model and full-scale, it is not necessary to match the molecular dif

fusion properties of the tracer gas to the actual contaminant in the full

scale system. Helium is used as a tracer gas in tlhe pre~sent study to 

simulate full-scale diffusion of sulphur oxides, particulates and water 

vapor. While the use of helium with its much higher coefficient of mole

cular diffusion tends to smear out very small scale eddies which would con

tribute to full-scale fluctuations of a few seconds or less, the overall 

plume dispersion and mean concentration will be correctly modeled. 

In order to increase the measured concentration levels in the 

model, and so improve the signal to noise ratio of the detection equipment, 

tracer gases are emitted from the model stack at concentrations ranging from 

severa 1 hundred to several thousand time~ greater than the full -seale values. 

For correct sealing of the measured model concentrations the dispersion pro-

cess for a passive contaminant must be examined. If we characterize the 

crosswind and vertical width of a plume at any x location by the parameters cry and 

crz the concentration field is given by 

X = f (L ..L ) 
cr ' cr y z 

cry = cry(x) crz = crz(x) 

(B3) 

where x kg/m3 is the mass concentration of a passive contaminant which is 

anitted at a rate ms kg/s from the stack. This contaminant emission rate 

is simply 

2 
m = X nd W 

s s 4 s (B4} 

By combining equations B3 and B4, and noting that the plume widths cry and crz 

will be represented in the same scale as the stack diameter d so that 

--~-------------
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a a /d 2 remains constant at any equivalent x location between model and full
Y z 

scale, we obtain the non-dimensional concentration parameter 

¢ = c 
(B5) 

For correct modeling of the diffusion process this concentration parameter 

will remain constant between model and full-scale at equivalent x positions. 

Then, we can write the relationship between model (m) and full-scale (f), as 

(B6) 

From which the concentration scaling factor is 

X U W f 
= ~ (usmHrl 

Xsm sf sm 
(B7) 

3 Using the conversion from mass concentration, x kg/m , to volume concen-

tration, C, developed in Appendix C, 

C C U W T f m sm Sf (-a._f)_ - =-. (-)• ( ) 
C C U ~Jsm Tsf sf sm sf 

(C9) 

Ludwig and Skinner (1976) obtained the same form for this concentration 

sealing factor by examining plume transport through a fixed plane in space 

for model and full-scale. 

The essential requirement for correct atmospheric diffusion model

ing is that the turbulence intensities in the vertical, crosswind and along 

wind direction be correctly modeled in the wind tunnel. In addition, because 

plume spread is influenced by the scale of turbulent eddies that participate 

in the diffusion process, it is also necessary to simulate the correct range 

of eddy sizes through a proper match of fluctuation velocity spectra and 

integral and microscales of turbulence. In neutrally stable atmospheric 

shear flow, all boundary layers which are generated by a natural interaction 

between flow and surface roughness are similar in structure. This is true 
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whether the boundary layer is 1 km thick in the atmosphere or 1 em thick in 

the wind tunnel. Unfortunately this inherent similarity can not be exploited 

in the laboratory because, to create a thick shear flow in a short length of 

wind tunnel test section, artificial stimulation of turbulence generation is 

used. In addition, the Coriolis forces in the full-scale atmosphere which 

contribute to turning of wind direction with height are not present in the 

laboratory model. The technique used in the present study to circumvent 

these difficulties is to artificially generate turbulence in the wind tunnel 

boundary layer in order to meet the intensity and scale criteria set by full-

scale atmospheric measurements. This matching process between the model 

and full-scale boundary layers inevitably results in some difficulties, 

due to two factors. The first of these is that there is a large Reynolds 

number difference between the model and full-scale. The second difficulty 

is that full-scale measurements of turbulence intensity scale and spectrum 

are not adequate to define the required model turbulence structure for 1 arge 

variations in surface roughness and height above ground. 

Fortunately, large differences between model and full-scale 

Reynolds numbers are tolerable because they introduce only small effects 

on the processes that govern turbulent plume diffusion even thou~h the 

model Reynolds number may be 10,000 times smaller than its full-scale counter

part. The reason why this large discrepancy in Reynolds number does not 

significantly effect plume dispersion may be seen by considering the range 

of eddy sizes which will be available in model and full-scale. Using the 

Eulerian integral scale of turbulence A as typical of the energy containx 
ing eddies, and the Kolmogorov microscale n as the smallest active 

scale, the range of eddy sizes is given by the ratio, Hinze (1975) 
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(B8) 

Using this, and a wind tunnel Reynolds number 10,000 times less than the 

full-scale, the range of eddy sizes in the model is approximately 1,000 times 

less than in the full-scale. However, the reason for the smaller range is 

due to viscous dissipation of the smallest eddies in the model due to its 

lower Reynolds number. Because it is the small eddies which will disappear 

first, it can be shown using B9 that for a typical model boundary layer 

with the characteristics fl.x = 0.20 m, cS = lm, U = 1.0 m/s,~ u'2 = 0.1 m/s, 

that the wind tunnel model will be incapable of reproducing full-scale 

eddies smaller than about 0. 5 m in size. This will not cause a significant 

departure from similarity, because eddies smaller than this size are not 

expected to participate actively in the diffusion of a continuous point 

source plume in the atmosphere. It can be concluded from this analysis 

that the large difference in Reynolds number between model and full-scale 

will not have a significant effect as long as the turbulence intensity and 

overall integral scale of turbulence are correctly modeled. 

In attempting to accurately match intensity and turbulence scale 

in the model boundary layer we must be aware of the sensitivity of the tur-

bulent diffusion process to these parameters. To see the effect of scale 

and intensity of turbulence on·diffusion, consider the crosswind y direction 

spread of a continuous plume in homogeneous turbulence. Here the only 

length scale is the Lagrangian scale of turbulence~ y· Following· 

the suggestion first made by Hay and Pasquill (1959) we may assume 
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that the Lagrangian scale following the flow may be related to 

the Eulerian scale measured by a fixed anemometer by the simple relation, 

1-y = BAY. It has been established that Sis weakly dependent on the tur

bulence intensity, but is often taken as a constant approximately equal to 

4.0. Then, by dimensional analysis the plume spread should depend on the 

turbulence intensity and scale according to 

- /t2( )1-p p cr ---M X y u y 
(89) 

where p is a power which may vary slowly with x. The statistical theory of 

turbulent diffusion of a single puff in homogeneous turbulence, eg. Hinze 

(1975), provides an exact solution for cry in terms of the turbulence inten

sity and the Lagrangian time scale. Noting that for homo9eneous turbulence 

the spread cry of a continuous plume at distance x is the same as for a puff 

whose travel time is x/U, it can be shown that the exact solution takes the 

same form as (89) with 

p = 1.0 for x <<BAY 

p = 0.5 for x >>BAY: 

The region of interest for atmospheric diffusion usually lies between these 

two asymptotic limits. In this intermediate zone 0.5 < p < 1.0, and typical - -
observations indicate that p z 0.75. For this case, the plume spread at a 

given downwind location depends linearly on the turbulence intensity, but 

only on A~· 25 . 

Thus, it is apparent that more attention must be given to correct 

modeling of the turbulence intensity than to the sca.le fly, where a factor of 

2 mismatch in modeling will cause only about a 15% change in plume spread 

cry, all else being equal. We conclude then, that because in the lower regions 

of the atmosphere the turbulence intensity is not much affected by the choice 
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of model scale, that variations in model scale a factor of 2 above and below 

that indicated by matching of the integral scales should still give reason

able results. 

The preceeding analysis provides general guidelines for estimating 

the effects of intensity,scale and Reynolds number on turbulent diffusion. 

To verify the applicability of these criteria Wilson (1976), (1977) carried 

out a series of tests of diffusion of a non-buoyant plume in an artificially 

generated boundary layer similar to the one used in the large wind tunnel 

facility. It was found that there was no significant effect on mean con
U o 

centration fields as long as Reynolds number exceeded --0-- > 1.8xlo5. Foro= 
v 

1.0 m this would require a gradient wind speed U0 > 2.7 m/s, which is con-

siderably above the values of 0.5 to 1.0 m/s actually used. However, as long 

as turbulence intensities and scales are matched at speeds close to the experi

mentally used values, Reynolds number effects will not be significant. Thus, 

for all wind tunnel speeds below this critical value of u6· > 2.7 m/s 

turbulence structure must be measured and adjusted over the range of wind 

tunnel speeds anticipated for the model test. 

Because plume diffusion is influenced by locally generated turbu-

lence from upwind obstacles as well as atmospheric turbulence, the Reynolds 

number of obstacles such as buildings, hills and dikes, must also be consi

dered for similarity. As discussed previously, Reynolds number effects are 

expected to be insignificant for sharp edged obstacles. For gently curved 

surfaces Synyder's (1972) review suggests that atmospheric diffusion pro

cesses should be insensitive to Reynolds number effects as long as separation 

points are properly fixed on the model, and the Reynolds number based on 

obstacle height exceeds approximately 11,000, based on Golden's (1961) data. 
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~bdeling Buoyant Plumes 

The upward rise of a buoyant plume may be modeled ·in the wind 

tunnel by using a helium-air mixture to simulate the hot stack gases. 

Because we can adjust the quantity of buoyant efflux by setting the 

stack exit velocity Ws, and independently can set the tunne'i speed Us it 

is possible to find a combination of these two speeds in order to obtain 

a perfect match of both buoyancy and momentum effects of the stack gases. 

In this section two different approaches will be discussed which lead to 

dimensionless ratios for matching both stack gas buoyancy and momentum 

effects simulataneously. 

The diffusion of a buoyant plume is caused not only by atmospheric 

turbulence, but also by self-generated turbulence generated by buoyant 

mixing. This self-generated turbulent mixing is particular1y effective in 

dispersing the plume close to the source where the buoyancy effects are 

strongest,before large quantities of ambient air are entrained in the 

plume. The relative contribution of buoyancy induced turbulence to plume 

dispersion is also enhanced in the initial stages of plume growth by the 

fact that these self-generated eddies are approximately the same size as 

the plume width~ and it is exactly this size range of eddies that is most 

effective in dispersing a plume. 

As distance from the source increases the dispersion of a buoyant 

plume is dominated by atmospheric turbulence. As atmospheric turbulence 

comes to dominate the plume entrainment process, buoyancy rise is also in

hibited, and the plume levels off in its final rise phase. Briggs {1969), 

(1975) has reviewed existing data to estimate the relative importance of 

atmospheric turbulence on plume rise, from which he concludes that it is 

eddies in the inertial subrange of atmospheric turbulence that contribute 

to ambient air entrainment into the buoyant plume. For a wind tunnel model 
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to provide a correct simulation of this final rise phase, it is essential 

that the correct turbulence structure of the atmospheric wind be simulated. 

There are two basic approaches to modeling the buoyancy of a 

stack gas plume. The first, which we call 11 Froude Number Modeling 11 

requires that the buoyant forces on an individual parcel of stack gas be 

correctly simulated. An alternate similarity requirement, called 11 Flux 

Modeling 11 requires only that the total buoyancy flux, F, be matched for 

model and full-scale. An excellent review of different modeling criteria 

for stack gas dispersion has been carried out by Isumov and Tanaka (1979). 

In order to illustrate the similarities and differences between 

these two modeling requirements, let us first consider Froude number 

modeling. For an individual parcel of stack gas, the relevant dimensionless 

parameter which relates buoyancy forces to the inertial effects of the 

approach wind is the densiometric Froude number. The most convenient 

form for model scaling is to express this Froude number, Fr in terms of the 

bulk Richardson number, Ri 

Ri l = = 
Fr2 

g(~p)d 
a (BlO) 

where 6p ~ Pa - Ps· By equating the ~ichardson number for the model to 

that of the full-scale, designating the model by a subscript m and the full

scale by a subscript f, equatioD BlO may be used to obtain the wind speed 

velocity scale as 

0.5 

usfl = 
usm 

Froude 
(Bll) 
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In the same way using the mom~ntum parameter from equation 82 combined with 

equation 811 the stack gas exit velocity scale is 

- p - 0.5 

wsf d 0.5 ct (6p) (2-) 

= (_f) m Pa f Pa m 
wsm dm ct (6p) p 

Froude f Pa m (2-) 

+ Pa f 

(812) 

Momentum '- -

By maintaining the two scales for wind speed and stack exit velocity we 

are guaranteed that each individual parcel of stack gas will experience the 

same accelerations due to buoyancy and momentum effects as it interacts with 

the approach wind. In the above equations the ratio df/dm is simply the 

terrain and stack geometric scale factor which is chosen for convenience, 

and usually ranges from 400:1 to 1000:1. 

Flux modeling represents an alternate method of setting similarity 

criteria. In this approach, we start with the observation that most success-

ful theoretical and empirical models of buoyant plume rise indicate that the 

only three parameters which influence the plume trajectory in a neutrally 

stable atmosphere are the buoyancy flux F, the wind speed Us and the downwind 

distance x. For all of these theoretical and empirical models the general 
• functional relationship for plume rise may be represented by 

-
X 

where 

= f (-F ) 
xu 3 

s 

( 813) 

(814) 

The combination F/Us3 is called the buoyancy length scale, L8• For 
~. 

flux modeling the non-dimensional parameter F/xUs .::' must be matched between 

--. -----------~-------------- ------- - -. ------------------------------------c-----------------------,---------- - ---------------- --------------·---
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model and full-scale. Using the definition for F in equation 814 this 

non-dimensional group may be used to define the buoyancy flux parameter 

( 815) 

The first bracketed term in this buoyancy flux parameter is simply the bulk 

Richardson number Ri defined in equation BlO and used for Froude number 

modeling. If we assume that the stack diameter d and terrain distances x 

are in the same model scale, the buoyancy flux parameter from equation 815 

may be combined with the momentum scaling parameter from equation 82 to 

obtain the wind speed and stack gas exit velocity scales. After some mani

pulation of these two equations these scales may be written, denoting the 

model by subscript m and the full-seale by subscript f as, 

usf 
= -u-

sm Flux 
+ 

Momentum 

wsf 
w 

sm Flux 
+ 

f'tbmentum 

.-
Ps 

d 0.5 am(p-) 
(_f) a m 

dm Ps 
a (-) 

f Pa f ... 

- ,.... 0.25 
( llp) 

-

0.75 

Pa f 
('6p) 

Pa m 
'-

r- -
( llp) 

Pa f 

(llp) 
Pa m ... -

-

-

0.5 

0.5 
( 816) 

(817) 

Because the stack exit velocity Ws appears in both the momentum and buoyancy 

flux parameters, these wind speed and velocity scales each contain elements 

of momentum and buoyancy similarity. In contrast, the wind speed scaling 
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criteria in equation Bll from Froude number modeling set by buoyancy criteria 

alone. The question which must be answered is which of these two different 

buoyancy modeling criteria should be used for wind tunnel modeling. Froude 

number modeling of buoyancy effects guarantees that individual parcels of 

stack gas will experience the same forces in model and full-seale, but does 

not necessarily provide a correct match of the important buoyancy flux 

parameter F. On the other hand, buoyancy flux modeling guarantees a simi

larity in buoyancy flux parameter F, but does not necessarily provide a 

correct scaling of buoyancy and momentum forces on an individual parcel of 

stack gases. Both types of modeling criteria have been used with apparent 

success. Isumov et al. (1976) and Cermak (1975) have carried out wind 

tunnel studies using Froude number modeling, while Ludwig and Skinner (1976) 

have used flux modeling. Unfortunately, no study has been carried out of the 

relative merits of each of these two different similarity modeling methods, 

and in fact in selecting a particular method previous investigators have 

simply ignored the existence of the alternate possiblity. 

In a recent review of wind tunnel modeling methods Cermak (1975) 

suggests that the density of the effluent gas is in itself an important 

parameter, and that the ratio ps/Pa must be matched between model and full

scale to obtain complete similarity. This suggestion is interesting because, 

if the ratio of stack gas to ambient density is maintained constant in model 

and full-scale,it is easy to show that the wind speed and stack gas exit 

velocity scales for Froude and Flux modeling become equivalent if am= af. 

While this would represent a convenient solution to the dilemma of choosing 

an appropriate modeling criteria, in order to maintain reasonably large 

wind tunPel velocjties it is usually necessary to select a larger density dif

ference in the model than in the full-scale. 
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An alternate technique for obtaining equivalence of both Froude number 

and flux modeling was used by Hoult et al. (1977) in a recent wind tunnel 

study. With this investigation the stack gas density ratio p /p was s a 
maintained at a considerably smaller value in the model than the full-

scale, but Buoyancy Flux and Froude number modeling criteria were both 

satisfied by maintaining only the exit velocity ratio Ws/Us constant, rather 

than the complete momentum parameter ¢M from equation 82. While this relaxa

tion of momentum similarity may result in some differences in initial momentum 

rise and stack wake downwash, it does allow correct modeling of all of the 

relevant buoyancy parameters,which are usually far more important than momen-

tum in determining overall plume rise. In order to apply this approximate 

modeling procedure, equation Bll is used for the wind speed velocity scale, 

and the stack exit velocity scale becomes simply 

wsf 
wsm 

Froude 
+ 

Flux 

= -u-
sm Froude 

(818) 

This approach to scale mod~ling should only be used when buoyancy .effects 

are certain to dominate the plume trajectory, and when stack wake downwash 

effects are not important. 

Hoult and Weil (1972) discuss the sensitivity of scale modeling 

to the stack gas density ratio ps/Pa and to the Reynol~s number of the stack 

gases. For stack gas density r~tios which were varied over the range 0.6 ::_ 

PsiPa ::_ 0.9 no measurabl.e effect could be observed on the rate of entrain

ment into a buoyancy dominated plume. Some small effect must undoubtedly 

be present, but was obscured by the :_ 20% scatter of the observed trajectories. 

This weak density dependence is consistent with the observations of Ricou 
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and Spalding (1961), who found the rate of entrainment to be proportional 

to the ratio (P/Pa) 0· 5 where pc is the plume centerline density. Due to 

entrainment, P/Pa approaches unity after a travel distance of only 10 to 20 

stack diameters. 

In their experiments in a towing tank, Hoult and Weil also found that 

a fully turbulent plume developed as long as the stack exit Reynolds number 

is greater than about 300. 

> 300 ( B19) 

This result is consistent with the observations of Rouse, Yih and Humphreys 

(1952) who state that if the Reynolds number based on the local rise velocity 

and plume width exceeds about 600 turbulent flow will exist. The Reynolds 

number criteria in equation B19 is usually satisfied for most stacks tested 

in the wind tunnel facility. When this criteria can not be met directly, 

surface roughness may be introduced in the stack interior to assure fully 

turbulent flow at the stack exit, allowing proper simulation of the growth 

of the turbulent plume in spite of large differences of Reynolds number be

tween the model .and full-seale stacks. 

Finally, Isumov and Tanaka (1979) carried out wind tunnel measure

ments to determine the sensitivity of stack gas rise and dispersion to a 

mismatch between model and full-scale density ratio p /p . They found s a 
that using a model stack gas density ratio less than the full-scale value 

tended to overestimate plume rise by a significant amount. · This causes 

the model ground level concentrationto be much too low. Their findings 

are in direct contradiction to the observations of Hoult and Weil (1972) 

discussed previously, and 1 eads us to conclude that the sensitivity of 

modeling to a mismatch in density ratio is still a question for further 

investigation. 
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APPENDIX C 

GAUSSIAN PLUME DISPERSION EQUATIONS 

For a continuous point source emitting a chemically inert pollutant 

at an effective height h above ground level, with a completely reflecting 

boundary, the concentration at any point downwind is given by 

. ( 2 2) ( 2 + 2) X = m [exp ~ - (z-h) + exp ~ + (z h) ] 
2n U a a 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

y z ay az ay az 
( Cl ) 

The concentration at ground level where z = 0 and along the plume centerline 

where y = 0 is 

(C2) 

For the special case where ay is assumed proportional to az, we can determine 

the maximum concentration as 

X Omax = 
2m 

2 neh U 

At x = xmax it can be shown that 

(C3) 

(C4) 

Both of the preceeding results require that the source height be independent 

of downwind distance x, that is, that final rise has occurred. Equation (C2) 

and (C3) may be combined to write a normalized concentration profile 

xo 
Xemax 

h2 h2 
= - exp ( 1 - --2) 

2a 2 2 z 0 z 
(C5) 
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Using Ground Level Concentrations to Estimate a . .. z 

Because the assumption of constant diffusivity is not valid near the 

ground where turbulence levels change rapidly with height, Gaussian profiles 

may fail to match real concentration profiles. To avoid this difficulty 

we will use (C5) to define a vertical spread azo which exactly matches an 

observed ground level concentration profile. 

In practice, azo is evaluated by generating the curve of x0 /xomax 

from the experimental data with x, and then at each desired x location in-

serting this value into equation (C6) and determining by iteration the appro-

priate value of azo for the given value of source height h. By this method, 

the vertical plume dispersion azo is forced to provide a perfect agreement 

with the observed ground level concentration profiles. It should be kept in 

mind that the values of azo obtained in this way usually do not give good 

agreement when used to generate the entire vertical concentration profile. 

For this reason, azo should not be interpreted as an actual vertical plume 

dimension. 

Crosswind Spread a 

The previous analysis required a constant value for the ratio a Ia. y z 
To determine this ratio equation (C3) may be written as 

(C3a) 

The observed experimental value of the bracketed term may be used in this 

equation to find the crosswind to vertical spread ratio. 

In applying equations (C3a) and (C5) it must be kept in mind that h 

is an effective source height, which must include buoyancy rise and upward 

or downward drift induced by wind shear or terrain effects. This effective 

height must be selected with care because a /a depends on h2. 
zo yo 

- --- ----------------------------------------------------------------
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Relationship Between Mass and Volume Concentration 

The previous relations are computed for mass concentration, simply 

because the mass flux m kg/sec and the mass concentration x kg/m3 are used. 

It is also popular to express the concentration of gaseous pollutants 

in terms of volume concentration C or in C x 106 which is ppm by volume. 

By using the la,w of partial volumes a relation between C and x may be found. 

For the partial volume Vi occupied by the ith component of a gaseous mixture, 

(in our case the ;th component is sulphur dioxide) the ideal gas law is 

PV. 
1 

m.R T. 
= _1~_1 

M. 
1 

where P and T are the mixture pressure and temperature, R is the universal 

gas constant, M; is the molecular weight and mi is the mass component i. 

If we then consider a total mixture volume of one cubic meter, V. is the 
1 

volume fraction C; and mi is the mass fraction X;' so that 

p c. =X· R T 
1 1--M. 

or 1 

c. =X· R T 
1 1 M.P 

1 ( C6) 

This equation may be used to determine the concentration ratio 

between any two conditions. For example, between stack and ground level, 

noting that the pressure P is the same at both points 

(C7) 
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Also, the modeling criteria in Appendix B, equation B6 may be written, 
for the model values (m) and the full scale values (f), 

Cm Usm Tsm _ Cf Usf Tsf 
Csm Wsm Tam- Csf Wsf Taf 

But, the temperature at stack and in the air is constant for the model, 

(C8) 

which relies on molecular weight differences to produce the plume buoyancy; 

so the above equation simplifies to 

which shows that the use of helium - air mixtures for· modeling hot gas 

discharges can only be used if a correction is appli~d to the measured 

concentrations. 

(C9) 

If it is convenient to use volume fluxes and concentrations directly 

in the Gaussian plume equation, the volume flux may be written, 

m. = PisQ 1 

= PM-
- 1 Q 

·RT s 

Using this and the relation between x and C in the diffusion equation 

results in 

Ta 
Q. (r) 

s c = ~:---
2nUscr a y z 

[exp (- Y~ - (z-~)2) + exp (:J._. 2 + (z+h)2) ] 
2a 2a 2a 2 2cr 2 

y z y z 

. ··-·--- ··-·--- .. ------- -- ----- --- ---- - ----- --------- -- --------- -----

( Cl 0) 
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This shows that the stackvolum~ flu~:Q m3/s must be corrected by cooling 

it at constant pressure from the'stack temperature Ts to ambient conditions 

Ta. 

Vertical and Crosswind Spreads Not Proportional 

The above analysis does not require any specific functional form for 

cry or crz, only that cry/crz has a constant value. Alternately, we can 

propose specific forms for the crosswind and vertical spread, and remove the 

restriction of ay/az = constant. Following Pasquill (1975) and Weil and 

Jepsen (1977) we assume a power 1 aw form 
a 

a = D X y (Cll) y y 

a 
a = D X z z z ( Cl2) 

where ay and ax may have different values. Using (Cll) and (Cl2) in (C2) 

and differentiatfng to find the maximum results in, for h ; constant, 

m = -----
7T exp (~) Uha · 

a 
where a ; 1 + ~ -a z 

This maximum concentration occurs at x , at which point 
max 

2 h2 
a - . --z a 

using (Cl2), we obtain 
1 

xmax =[ o,~] a, 

(Cl3) 

(Cl4) 

(C15) 
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For the case of a plume whose effective source height, h, is constant 

with x, the norma 1 i zed ground 1 evel concentration varies with distance 

according to 

__x_ = ___ 1 __ 

Xmax [ 

-2a 

exp - ~ ( (x/xmax) z ( C16) 
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